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ABSTRACT
 
The purpose of this prpleoi is to assist ■ spec|ificaliy 
those art teachers who have iimited and non-English speaking 
,/i "
 
students in their attempt not only to develop art skill? but
 
also to students learn Eng ish, improve their
 
communication skills, and adapt to a new environment as ; well
 
as improve their self-esteem. A two-year observational istudy
 
was conducted with limited and non-Eng ish Speaking students
 
in a sheltered art program. Many approaches to teaching
 
techniques were used in communicating and educating these
 
individuals and several were successful. During observations,
 
notes and audio and visual accounts were kept of each activity
 
that took place in the classroom. Therefore, research' was
 
grounded in experience from an actual high school sheitered art
 
class. When this observation was finished, the selection of
 
vital art projects, those that would acciDmplish specific I goals,
 
were chosen. As a result of the curriculum developed, the
 
progress of limited and non-English soeaking students! was
 
witnessed not only by the author, but by other students,
 
faculty, staff members and by the community at large. . |
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CHAPTER ONE
 
WHY AN ESL ART CURRICULUM?
 
Introduction
 
In May, 1988, I was hired by the Moreno Valley Unified
 
School District to teach Art at Canyon Springs High School.
 
With only two and a half years of actual caching experience, I
 
was informed by my vice-principal, that I would be teaching a
 
section of sheltered art during the 1991
-1992 school year. I
 
was told that the class would have mcstly non-English and
 
limited-English-speaking students. In urging me to contact the
 
English as a second language teacher, he told me that I should
 
be prepared to go it alone since there was very little published
 
in the area of sheltered art programs.
 
Before graduating from New Mexic0 State University at
 
Las Cruces, New Mexico I was required to pass certain art.
 
education, and elective courses in order to teach. The
 
education classes fDrepared me to become a public servant to
 
provide knowledge and guidance to children while they were
 
attending high school. I had the basic foundation courses, like
 
many preservice teachers in English, history, biology.
 
  
chemistry, and math. However, 1 only remember one clas? in
 
■ ■ !■ 
multicultural education. When I found myself teaching in ithis
 
community in Southern California where the populatiori is
 
continuosly changing in size and cultural backgrounds, I felt il
 
equipped to handle the situation.
 
As a new teacher, I was just beginning to become
 
comfortable with my surroundings, but had been given; the
 
responsibility of pioneering a sheltered art program. A feeling
 
of panic ran through me, even thou h I enthusiastically
 
accepted the task. On the other hand, I had absolutely no clue
 
what 1 was doing, or what to expect. I had only six months in
 
which to prepare. It was going to take some time, research.
 
additional college classes, and patience to get me ready for
 
September. As I defined it, my problem was to provide a
 
relevant, multi-dimensional art curriculum to limited ! and
 
non-English speaking students.
 
Importance and Relevance ofthe Project
 
Anyone who has ever tried to t^ch limited (LEP) or
 
non-English proficient students will mmediately see; the
 
importance of a sheltered curriculum. However, this project.
 
  
"A Sheltered-English Art Curriculum Guide With a Spanish
 
Translation," takes on increased importance and relevance! as
 
one considers the vast demographic changes that California and
 
the nation are experiencing. (See Appendix A.) The fplldwing
 
statistics reveal just a portion of this chaf'
 
•	 In 1991 the California Department of Health Services
 
reported that statewide there were more Hispanic births
 
than white births (Press-Enterprise, 2-2-93).
 
By the year 2000 the Hispanic population of the United
 
States will have more than doubled to 115 million (Prabha
 
Sahasrabudhe, 1992).
 
More than 11 million people, most of Latin American and
 
Asian descent, have immigrated to the U.S. between 1965
 
and 1990; this is the greatest migration to the U.S. since
 
the 1920's (Gary Nash, 1992).
 
55% of California's population was born in another
 
country (ADL, 5-92).
 
•	 In the year 2000 more than 10 milliph Asians will live j
 
in America: 1/3rd of these will live in California (ADL,
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
•	 One in six Galifornia students has been born in another
 
country (ADL, 5-92).
 
•	 The birthrate for whites is 1.7 per female. The birthrate
 
for 	Latinos is 2.9 per feiTiaie. [A birthrajte of 2.1 per female
 
is 	needed to keep the population even.]
 
•	 It Is estimated that there are between 8-10 rnillion
 
illegal aliens currently residing in the L.S (Nash, 1992),
 
•	 Time Magazine has predicted that whie Americans will
 
be a minority within 7b years (NaSh, 1,992).
 
•	 Westminster's La Qul^ School between T982 to
 
1992 went frorn an Asian population of 12% to 53%
 
Angles Times, 12-20-92).
 
•	 Garden Grove's Bolsa Grande High is 54% Asian-American
 
(Los Angles Times, 12-20-92).
 
•	 Santa Ana High School is 93% Latin0 (Los Angles T.mes,
 
12-20-92).
 
Within my own Moreno Valley Unified School District,
 
statistics show that for the first time, in the 199241993
 
school year, students In rninority groups ar® now the combined
 
majority. While in Moreno Valley minori ies outnumber Ariglos
 
'1'
 
  
by 50.8% to 49.1%, minorities also compose a majority within
 
six other Riverside County school districts: Banning, BIythe,
 
Coachella, Indio, Perris and Palm S3rings (A World of
 
Difference, update, 1991).
 
This previous data alone reveals the importance in
 
■ I ' ■ 
designing sheltered programs that are meaningful and effective
 
to the ESL student. Immigrants and the children of immigrants
 
have come from experiences far different than those of the
 
so-called typical American child. Many have escaped
 
imprisonment, wars, poverty and famine. Most know very little
 
English, and they often come to the United States no
 
formal educational training, even in their native language, i Few
 
i ■ ■ ■ 
have any idea of what will be expected of them as future
 
American citizens. The majority of these children will get
 
their first experience of America in our public schools,: and
 
teachers are often the first adults with whom these students
 
interact. Therefore, the classroom can play an important role
 
in the assimilation of these students to heir new culture.
 
These current demographic trencs have redefined the
 
traditional concept of the American high school. Some changes
 
are barely noticeable; yet, otbers are In evidence everywhere,
 
such as the curriculurn;changes made to a ;comodate the needs
 
and demands of this diverse student Dcouiation. The Los
 
Andeles Times. December 20, 1992, reports that ESL programs
 
have boomed, while elective classes have taken a back seat
 
because of a lack of funds. This type of alteration has foiiCed
 
school districts to retrain teachers to dea with students who
 
speak little or no English.
 
The Sheltered ESL Program t
 
Because of the extensive demogrsiphic changes in our
 
schools, it is essential that we begin the Implementatioh of
 
innovative teaching strategies and curricula that is t'eleveht to
 
the needs of our current and future student population, 'viviost
 
school administrators suggest that their teachers should take
 
extra college courses or attend ESL workshops," said Michael
 
Maez, Vice-principal of Canyon Springs High School, in Moreno
 
Valley (personal communication, December 17, 1992). He
 
continued, saying that "though some teaclers don't like cbange.
 
others have said that these courses and workshops have helped
 
make them better educators". Today's solools require teachers
 
who are open to new ideas and innovativ3 ways to reach our
 
students.
 
The sheltered program provides classes in which limited
 
English students are taught to understand English better, while
 
at the same time learning the subject matter. According to the
 
current Moreno Vallev Unified School District ESL Framevi/ork
 
(see Appendix B):
 
Instruction provides opportunities for students to
 
develop listening, speaking, reading, writing,
 
and thinking skills in the language of some subjects
 
in the school's curriculum. Sheltered teachers in the
 
English Department carefully integrate listening.
 
speaking, reading, and writing. They read to
 
students who follow along, they practice the extensive
 
use of cooperative learning, paired reading, role-

playing, journals, direct instruction in basic writing;
 
format, read-around groups, and/or peer editing.
 
The sheltered World History and Cultures class also
 
accomplish this goal.
 
In the best of circumstances sheltered classes do not wat«k
 
down the version of subfect^^^ presented in the
 
mainstream olass, but they display many different teacHing
 
strategies thait are appropriate to the needs of limited English
 
speaking students. "Some Shpltei^ed Engiisb rtaachers Spi^^
 
more slowly, write rnajor pdncepts/\rocabulary on ! Ithe
 
board/include vocabulary tests, connect student pnor
 
knowiedge to lesson, provide lesson handouts and butlinesi use
 
rhore repitltion, and give arhpIe studen feedback" (MVUSD
 
Framework 1992/1993, p. 177). These techniques may help the
 
student to better understand the content atea
 
Other important attributes of a successful sheltered
 
program that are included in the MVUSD Framework are:
 
insuring that a student's prior knowledge is directly iinke^ to
 
the vocabulary: using visuals and student generated hands-on
 
activities such as Art projects; the develcping of conceptual or
 
literary themes; integrating film and video; using
 
supplemental texts written at the students reading level; using
 
primary language texts, graphic organizers, role playing. and
 
reader's theater. All of these rent attributes cross
 
modalities and may be used to bring the ESL students up to
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level where they can fuhction success^^^ in the maihstream.
 
Most of these strategies arid prograrr) attributes will be
 
addressed within this proleot.
 
Art and The Sheltered Proqram
 
How 0^^ art curriculum play a part in the Sheltered
 
program? Why is it relevant to these vast demographic changes
 
discussed previously?
 
An ESL/Sheltered art curriculum dan be an invalpable
 
resource In proyidinj a place where llEP and nbh-English
 
speaking students can adjust to their new surroundings in a
 
non-threatening, success filled environment. Caine and Caine
 
(1991) report that "negative stress is closely related to a
 
feeling of helplessness...it makes sense that students
 
experiencing a degree of general uncertainty prefer tasks
 
reduce such uncertainty" (p. 70). Because of the uniqueness of
 
the art program, students that cannot be mainstreamed within
 
other classes can be placed into an ESL class where they may
 
learn in a less threatening way of their new environment and
 
culture, while also developing a greater ability to communicate
 
in English through an expressive art.
 
John Dewey (Sahasrabudhej 1992) argued that to
 
experience IS to encounter something relev ant in one's own
 
and that if it is not r^l©vant in One's own life, it does not
 
provide the key ingredient for a learning experience. Because
 
art classes are experience-oriented curricLilum that require a
 
hands-on approach to learning, the art stud
 
their backgrounds, have the ability to connect with Other
 
Oujtures and by so doing experience "the world of ideas,! and
 
experiences of places ind spaces...and :he world of meni and
 
women"(Sahasrabudhe, 19Sii2, p. 43).
 
Art is uniquely suited as the vehicle by which to
 
introduce the recent arrivals or limted-Engllsh speaking
 
students to their new culture and at the same time allow them
 
to develop a greater knowledge of English, learn
 
responsibilities as American citizens, develop greater
 
self-esteem, and become aware of the greater world around
 
them. "The goals of the art program, once having been 'located'
 
for the group, might or might not be related to the achievement
 
of essentialist ends, that is, ends unique to art. They may be
 
directed to the achievement of ends that at the time must take
 
  
precedence over ttiose that only art can achieve"( Eisner, 197$,
 
p. 9). Art allows students to communicate effectively/ eveh if
 
they are not English proficient. It provides a medium for
 
non-Ehglish speakirig studehts to express themselves, develop
 
appropriate social skills, and share their cultural heritage with
 
others. M ortunities to explress
 
themselves in media other than words. art activities provide
 
opportunities for the child to alleviate pent-up emotions that
 
cannot be expressed in the so-called acsidemic areas" (Eisner,
 
1972, p. 8). Because the sheltered prog ram described in this
 
project uses an experienced-based approach, the Students| are
 
■ ' ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ , I 'i ­
• ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ 'j. 
placed in a non-threatening learning environment, where 
success is predicated not on their ability to speak Englishi but 
on their ability to imagine, create, and accomplish. This 
project uses research and on-the-job experience to present a 
project and curriculum that be useful for both new and
 
experienced art educators.
 
The Intent
 
It is the intent of this project tha the information
 
teachers,who hayd
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LEP and non-English speaking students, in their attempt| not 
only to develop art skills but also to help these students, !Iparn 
English, improve their cornrnunication skillSi adapt to a new 
environment and improve their self-esteem. ■ I 
The project goals are to ]n\/estigate the current tlleory
 
based literature available for use in limited-English-speaking
 
art classes, as as examine some of the techniques us4d in
 
teaching this type of program. The project wilI explain
 
procedures, lessons and activities tha have been proven
 
successful through grounded practice in sheltered art classes;
 
It will be a fully developed and practical curriculum, giving
 
theory based strategies for use in sheltered art classes which
 
build English skills as well as self-esteem. Finally, this
 
project will provide a framework or guide that will have
 
application as well in an interdisciplinary fashion.
 
The Organization ofthe P
 
The following provides an overview of each chapter
 
within the project and its relationship to the project as a
 
whole.
 
Chapter Two addresses different instructional stra egies
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for ESL classes and will also review the current related
 
literature on ESL and sheltered classes, It will examine how
 
the techniques mentioned earlier were dejveloped and how the
 
prevailing view that all students, not just t]hose in ESL, need to
 
be presented with a variety of teaching strategies to be
 
successful. Finally, this chapter will present interviews,
 
accounts of actual teaching encounters with ESL students,I and
 
an exploration of past studies that will validate the importance
 
of this type of project.
 
Chapter Three explains the goals and objectives of the
 
project itself. These goals and objectives are related to the
 
students abilities and to their capabilit es, which may differ
 
quite a bit from the mainstream curr culum. It will ; also
 
explain the process of research for this project as based in the
 
exploratory analysis of classroom practice.
 
Chapter Four is the exploration o the project, whibh is
 
attached in Appendix A. (See Appendix A for curriculum guide.)
 
It gives more detailed instructions, strategies and art prpjects
 
that engage students in successfully completing the curricular
 
goals and objectives. Chapter Four is divided into four
 
 sections. Section One focuses on the students ability to
 
become more aware of their personal abilities and
 
accomplishments through their art work. Section Two
 
concentrates on communication skills. Section Three explores
 
activities in teamwork and cooperative learning projects.
 
Section Four identifies activities in which students may
 
become more self-reliant and build on their creativity and their
 
awareness of their creativity.
 
Appendix A is "A Sheltered-English Art Curriculm Guide
 
With a Spanish Translation". It includes a school calendar for
 
completion of the lessons, projects with lesson plans, and the
 
accompanying activities to support each section.
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CHAPTER2
 
TfeACHiNG A SHELTERED/ESL F^RQGRAM
 
Introduction
 
What do English as a second language (ESL) or
 
non-English speaking students hear^ a lesson is tdught
 
only in English? M may understand
 
only bits and pidces Ojf a lecture, o"" niaybe none of it at all.
 
The pain and alienation of the inTmigranf experienge,
 
however, have rarely been confronted in our schools.
 
This experience includes the foreed immigration of
 
enslaved Africans and the colonization of Amei^ican
 
Indians and Mexicans from within. Because schools have
 
traditionally perceived their role to be that of an
 
assimilating agent, the isolation and rejection that come
 
hand in hand with immigration 8nd colonization have
 
simply been left at the schoolhouse door (Nieto, 1991, p.
 
This bleak and startling view was written by Sonia ' Nieto
 
(1991) in the book Affirmino Diversitv. Nieto was one of those
 
students that, while in our public schools could not undetstahd
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the lessons that y/ere being taught. Gu™ and pedaghgy,
 
rather than the lived experiences of studen s, have been used as
 
a foundation for instruction. Most instruction has been based
 
on what can be described as an alien and imposed reality to
 
recent imrhigrents. Nieto explained her experience as follows:
 
Those first experiences with society's responses to i!
 
culture differences did noty of course, convince rne that
 
something was wrong with the responses. Rather, I
 
assumed as many of my peers did, that thereKwas
 
something wrong with us. We learned to feel ashamed of
 
who we were, how we spoke, what we ate for lunch.
 
and everything else that was different about us (Nieto,
 
1991, p. xxiv).
 
Unfortunately, many of the new immigrants today share these
 
common experiences and emotions. Theugh it is natural human
 
emotion to feel uncomfortable In a Gnaw or diferent
 
environment, there are things that we as teachers can do to
 
ease this often-times jolting transition to American lifeG
 
This chapter will review Some op the relevant literature
 
which provides information in communicating with limited or
 
non-English speakers. It will focus and explain techniC|ueS:and
 
strategies that teachers have used successfully in this task.
 
The first section will be a review of the literature on sheltered
 
prografTiS including a review of the rature on theoretical
 
foundations supporting the development of sheltered programs.
 
The second section will support the impc rtance of art and its
 
function as a tool of dornmunication.^^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^ We third section of the
 
literature review will support the educational aspect of art as
 
a sheltered English program. The las section will explain
 
program models in which English is implemented ini: the
 
classroom providing the transitional bilingual educati0n
 
approach. Finally, some of these suggestions may be used in
 
most classroom situations and can be personalized byj the
 
individual teacher to aid in his or her sheltered class
 
The Sheltered ESL Program
 
Sheltered instruction is a methoc of teaching subject
 
matter and English to limited English speaking students in a
 
multi-lingual classroom. So in many ways, English i^ the
 
foreign language being taught while the student is learning the
 
subject matter. One can almost say that these students are
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taught two subjects in one classv Sheltered instruqtion may be
 
suitable for classrogms which have rnpre than one primary
 
language present as well as where there are no qual|ified
 
primary-language instructors available.
 
According to elementary school teacher, Lisa Johhson
 
(1991), there were eleven different languages represented in
 
her 1st grade class. She received a new
 student named dhatrn
 
from Vietnam.[ "At that moment, Gham became the 17th
 
linguistic-minority child in my class of S(Or Luckily, thrde of
 
my other students spoke Vietnamese, and still another spoke
 
Chinese, a language Cham also knew. E even native languages
 
wiere represented in our class, and knew only English"
 
(Johnson, 1991, p. 50).
 
Ms. Johnson gives the reader some suggestions bas^d on
 
her classroom experience that may help a teacher provide for
 
the special needs of linguistic-minority children, regardless of
 
grade level, in a regular, mainstream sheltered classroom.
 
Several basic approaches to organizing information and
 
background material may serve as a foundation for
 
understanding and helping ESL students. Johnson suggestsI
 
1) Find out how much school oxperlence the linguistic-minority
 
students have had, and determine the English proficiency level
 
of each. An ESL teacher or aide could he p, but the the teabher
 
may have to rely on what he or she can learn from talking tb the
 
student and his or her farnjiios. Kdeping a record Of
 
information may provide a baseiihe measure for assessing
 
academic and Engiish language growth, 2) Fbr a student ;
 
speaks little or no English, find someone in the class or in the
 
school who knows the child's native language as as
 
English. This is called the grammar-translation method. "This
 
method will help the morale of students; give the teacher firm
 
assurance that the contrasting features hlave been internaliized:
 
and prepare students for examinations" (Mary Finocchiaro, Ph.D.,
 
1986, p. 68). In this way, the child will not feel alienated , and
 
the teacher may communicate verbally through a translator. 3)
 
Learn as much as you can about the student's cultural
 
background, traditions and behaviorial pa terns. "The more we
 
know of other cultures the more evident it becomes that no
 
society/classroom could hold together a3 a unit and survive"
 
(Ina Corinne Brown, 1974, p. 3). By unders;tanding and
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respecting their custorns, you help your s udents feel accepted.
 
4) Be avvare that learners go through a ^ilont
 
period. During this time they are observing and internal zing
 
new language meanings ahd patterns. hey will speak aloud
 
when they are ready.
 
These suggestions were written by a teaeher from her
 
own classroom experience. Her strategies were grounded ip the
 
observations made from the Interactions of her students.
 
Chapter Three will also discuss experienced-based research
 
which can enabIe a teacher to better understand sheItered
 
students and communicate with them.
 
Many feel that primary language li eracy is necessary to
 
achieve second language literacy, and that instruction in the
 
primary language is the optimal situation for limited English
 
speaking students. This project does not address this
 
controversy because the original teaching situation for
 
project, as explained in the introduction cf chapter one, dii
 
have instruction in the primary lang uage as an b
 
Therefore, this project addresses how a teacher in a less than
 
optimal situation can provide quality instruction for
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limited-Ehglish speaking students. Moreov er, as stated earlier
 
in this chapter, it was recommended that the teacher find; out
 
what type or kind of school, if anyr the individual student
 
attended in the past. Thus, "past experiences may be exerdised
 
in the aid of comprehension" (Nieto, 1991,
 
How then do teachers aid in developing comprehersion
 
skills? Comprehension requirements suggest that perhaps the
 
main function of the second language teacher is to help make
 
input comprehensible, according to Jennifer W. Harris (1992).
 
There are basically two areas in which the teacher can help
 
develop comprehension, linguistic and non-linguistic. Studies
 
have shown that there are many things speakers do (see Figure
 
1) linguistically to make their speech more understandable to
 
less competent speakers (see Appendix 0). Characteristics
 
include: Teachers must speak slowly and articulate clearly.
 
This helps the listener to identify word boundaries more easily,
 
and allows more processing time. Teachers should use more
 
high frequency vocabulary, less slang and fewer idioms.
 
Teachers should simplify their syntax, by using shorter
 
sentences.
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Tips for Implementation
 
Linguistic
 
SimDiifv the output
 
slower speech rate
 
enunciate clearly
 
controlled vocabulary
 
controlled sentence length
 
use ofcognates
 
limited use of Idioms
 
How to Design Appropriate Lessons
 
ncy.
 
Listening and speaking activities should precede reacIng and
 
writing activities.
 
Reading assignments should Include pre-reading, di|iring
 
reading and post-reading activities.
 
Writing activities should be preceeded by prewrltln|g,
 
Place a heavy emphasis on vocabulary.
 
Use cooperative learning and grouping activities.
 
Use topical/thematic teaching.
 
•Use many hands-on activities.
 
•Use various modalities.
 
wing:
 
Use confirmation checks.
 
Use comprehension checks (tests, projects, etc...)
 
Use clarification requests.
 
Use repetitions/expansions.
 
•Use a variety of questioning techniques.
 
Non-Lingul^tic
 
Use Contexttiai!clues
 
gestures (hands)
 
facial expressions
 
actout meanings
 
props/art wo
 
graphs/maps
 
manlpulatlves
 
Figure 1. to become linquistlea11 y
 
competent.
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The language that chiW to sdhool inevitably
 
affects how and What they learn.: Pecause of the link bet:vi/een
 
language and culturdy it is Important to understand that
 
language Is an essential component of multicultural as well as
 
sheHered education.
 
Only in recent years have ethnographers working in
 
language minority communities begun to idelntify
 
culturally different patterns of language socializatibn
 
experienced by children. One implication of this
 
variation in language development is that the academic
 
success that language minority students will experience
 
in school hinges more on how these children are able to
 
manipulate language in a variety of contexts and for
 
different purposes than on the specific language|they
 
use. Given this assertion, it foilows that the schoors
 
responsibility is to provide a wide range of experiences
 
that will facilitate language development for social
 
interaction as well as language for dcademic prosperity
 
(Banks and McGee Banks, 1989, p
 
It has been stated that; children learn through^^^ ^^
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 experieriGes by the process of doing. This theory wasi the
 
foundation of the progressive movement in the 1920s and
 
1930s. The father of progressive education, John Dewey says
 
that educators...should begin with the experiences of chijdren
 
(Travers and Rebore. f987, p. 64). A similar way to tie i^ft to
 
children's experiehces is calledv^ t language. Thisj is a
 
technique in which the key characteristiC is an emphasis on
 
learning to communicate through inte'action in the target
 
language. David Nunah (1991), M University, points out
 
that the child is reinforced when tasks and exercised are
 
achieved through the lexical elements or meaning.
 
The art class, is then, considered rich in task-based,
 
hands-on, experience oriented lessons that create an
 
atmosphere in which children may be taught English. "People
 
analyze experience by perceptualizing-creating mental visual
 
images of what they see. When they manipulate what they see
 
through drawings, then they create images to communicate"
 
(McFee and Degge, 1977, p. 17). This leads us to the idei, that
 
art may be used as a tool to stimulate the learning of English or
 
empower the child to communicate through his drawings.
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 the Importance of Art in Schooling
 
The teaching of art in American schools has rarely
 
and, at preseiiti Is hot a cehtrar aspect c)f most Arnerican
 
school programs^ Many individuals view th^ a filler or a
 
peripheral ourricuium rather than as central to the educational
 
process. With the numerous finahcial cut backs that rriahy ;pf
 
ours schools are experienoing today it is unfortunate, but pften
 
true, that the arts are geheraliy the first courses to get
 
funding or instructors cut. arts are not considered the
 
basics, as are the three R'S, and as such we will probably
 
continue to see a decline in fine arts courses being offered in
 
the future" (Mike Maez, personal communication, April 5, 1993).
 
This chapter provides an argument for including a fine I arts
 
curriculum in comprehensive high schools. A truly invigOratihg
 
art program will not only inspire Arnericah-bdrn and raised
 
students, but will inculturate immigrants to America and ease
 
the transition from their native culture 0 the United States.
 
In short, art instruction could soon be so valuable as to be an
 
essential like the three R's.
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 A number of authors in;the field iargue the case for art
 
instruction in our public schools. The> suggest that public
 
support is a prominent and important aspect of our children's
 
formal education. They support its utility in both school! and
 
culture.
 
Dr. Elliot W. Eisner, Professor of Education and Art at
 
Stanford University, suggests that there are two major types
 
of justification for the teaching of art. The first emphasizes
 
the instrumental consequences of art in work and exercises
 
the particular needs of the students or the society as a
 
predominant basis for forming its object ves. In this context,
 
both the characteristics of students and the needs of the larger
 
society must be considered and addressee For example, Eisner
 
(1972) explains that educators of a solool are working with
 
economically deprived African-American children and further,
 
that among the things these children have been deprived of is
 
the exposure to the many and varied achievements their
 
ancestors have made to world culture anc art. The art program,
 
from this perspective, becomes a valuaDie tool for developing
 
the minority students' self-esteem, increasing their ethnic
 
identity, and helping to break th bonds of seeniing
 
inferiority to the predorninant white culture.
 
The second type of justification features the kind of 
contributions to hunian experiehce and uhderstanding that ■ only 
art can provide. It emphasizes what is un que and indigenous to 
art. Art is an important aspect of human culture and 
experience, and as such the most valuab e contribution that art 
can make to human experience is that which is directly related 
to its particular characteristics. "Our schools ought to 
empower our children to have access to the major sources of 
our culture" (Eisner, 1972, p. 2). 
John Dewey (1934) also argues regarding the nature and
 
importance of art. He writes that:
 
Art is the living and concrete proof that man is
 
capable of restoring consciously, and thus on the plane of
 
meaning, the union of sense, need. impulse and action
 
characteristic of the live creature. The intervention of
 
consciousness adds regulation, power of selection, and
 
redisposition. Thus it varie arts in ways
 
without end. But intervention also leads in time to the
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idea of art as a conscious idea--the greatest intellectual
 
achievement in the history of humanity, (p. 5)
 
For Dewey, art is a form of experience that animates life; it
 
helps the growing organism recognize that it is alive: it moves
 
one to a height of feeling that makes it possible to identify
 
that experience as an unparalleled even in one's life. Such
 
experience is for Dewey what we, as art educators, mean by
 
art. It is valuable, it is relatively rare. and it should not be
 
undermined to serve other ends. "To take objects and events
 
that are capable of providing Such exper ence and distort them
 
so that they are used exclusively as instruments for other ends
 
is to violate the very characteristics thijt art, as experience.
 
possesses" (Eisner, 1972, p. 5).
 
The valuable character of art is argued even more
 
strongly by Susanne K. Langer (1957) aulhor of Expressiveness
 
Problems of Art. She holds that there are two major modes of
 
knowing in which an individual comes to understand the world.
 
The first mode, discursive of knowing, is characterized by the
 
scientific method, by logic, and by those fields of inquiry that
 
proceed through verbal and written language. The arts provide
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 the other major mode of knowing. Langer (1957) writes:
 
Whatever resists projection into the discursive form
 
of language is, indeed, hard to hold in conception, and
 
perhaps impossible to communicate, in the proper and
 
strict sense of the word, 'communicate'. But fortunately
 
our logical intutition, or form-perception, is really much
 
more powerful than we comrrionly believe, and Our
 
knowledge--genuine knowledge, understanding consider
 
ably wider than Our discourse, (p. 2[3)
 
Langer (1957) continues:
 
A work of art presents feeling...mentioned for our
 
contemplation, making it visible or audible or in some
 
way perceivable through a symbo , not inferable from a
 
symptorh. Artistic form is congruent with the dynamic
 
form of our direct sensuous, men :al, and emotional life;
 
works of art are projections of felt life, as Henry James
 
called it, into spatial, temporal and poetic structure.
 
They are images of feeling, that formulate it for our
 
cognition. What is artistically good is whatever presents
 
feeling to our understanding.(p.23
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Finally, Leo Tolstoy (1930), the fcimbus Russian writer.
 
believed that art is the comrnunication of dmotion from one
 
groub of man to another. When such emotion was geniuine.
 
deeply felt, and communicated to others so that they felt it
 
too, such feeling accomplished the status of art. Even tpdayi
 
aiii in Tolstoy's sense, is used to develop and enhance patriotic
 
cbmmitment or allegiance to one's school or one's church. If
 
art can perform such consequential functions, if it can
 
contribute to a feeling of brotherhood among people, if this is
 
art's unique and powerful function, it would be very ea&y to
 
comprehend how such a function might be important in bur
 
schbblS.
 
The Art and Sheltered English Connection
 
What happens when an educator takes the sheltered
 
classroom tips for implementation and combines them with the
 
funGtions of art? The sheltered art classes guide the newly
 
immigrated children in their understanding of their new
 
coiTirTiunity, the comprehension of a second language, such as
 
English, and the self-awareness that every individual plays a
 
vital part in the success of this society's future.
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In the John Dewey approaG^^ teacher may ertipdwer
 
the student In his or her learning by an experienpe-dased
 
currlcuiUrn. Using a ed on a child's past
 
experiences will help develop self-esteem and a feeling of
 
accomplishment in the school environment. "Past knowledge Is
 
not sacred in itself, but becomes pertin 9nt to the needs and
 
interests of the learner" (Travers and Pebore, 1987, p.
 
How then does an art educator start to communicate to these
 
individuals and begin that learning and tnderstanding process?
 
"Language is always changing. It responds to social, economic,
 
and political events and is therefore an important barometer
 
and descriptor of a society at any given point" (Sonia Nieto,
 
1992, p. 159).
 
The art teacher probably can communicate to non-English
 
speakers more easily and effectively than other subject
 
teachers can. As noted earlier, the art teacher has many tools
 
at his or her disposal. When a new art lesson is taught,
 
commonly a demonstration is conductec in doing the project.
 
"Active participation by pupils in the development of what is
 
taught, is essential. Theirs is to do-and-learn" (Noll, 1991, p.5).
 
This simply suggests that there is an ititimate and neca^sary
 
relationship between the processes of an actual experienp^! and
 
education. This type of contextual clue is a key element ih the
 
processes of communication through hands-on orientation.
 
Gestures and facial expressions go hand-in-hand in a
 
nonverbal language. For exarhple,many Puerto Ricans use a
 
nonverbal wnnklirrg of the nbse to signify what. Thus, when a
 
teacher asks the Puerto Rican students if they understopd the
 
lesson, some invariably wrinkle their noses. Not understanding
 
this native Puerto Rican gesture, an ecucator wouId probabiy
 
assume that their noses just itched. In Alaskan native cuIture,
 
we find that raised eyebrows are often used to sianifv ve!s or I
 
understand. On the other hand, if you touch the top of your
 
head, or if you point, you may be insultirg an Asian student, as
i
 
they believe these are rude behaviors Likewise, for both
 
Asians and Hispanics looking directly into an authority figure's
 
eyes is considered highly disprespectful. In the United States,
 
of course, if you do not look someone in the eyes, especially if
 
you are attempting to communicate with them, it is considered
 
improper behavior. Because teachers might interpret many of
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the gesturee describ as rude nor-responses to the 
questions, there have been eornmunicati0n problems betjveer 
educators and students. "Many teachers ■ end to look for yerbal 
rather than nonverbal ^fesponses.; Research helps teachers to 
design appropriate environments for all of their students,' and x 
v.,; .: , : i/,"
 
it will prove to be extremely useful" (Nieto, 1992, p. 273). The
 
COmmunication style explored above only hints at the
 
complexity of minority language problems, but it helps to point
 
out the sometimes subtle ways that culture, if not understood.
 
can easily get in the way of learning.
 
Getting more acquainted and familiar with studeht's
 
backgrounds or cultures will make the learning process more
 
effective. Teachers may also use these nonverbal gestures to
 
stimulate comprehension. Using exaggerations, sudh as
 
pointing to areas of the room where supplies may be obtained,
 
or acting out, in how to clean off paint from paint brushes, may
 
guide students to imitate the teachers actions. "Simple tasks
 
may be taken for granted by many teachers, but if teachers take
 
the extra time in walking through these tasks, comprehension
 
will increase" (Ina Corinne Braun, 1963,
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 When explaining an art lesson, or any other type of
 
lesson, it is best to have instructions written on the
 
blaokboard and explained in a slower spcjech rate than normal.
 
,. ■ ■■ ■ ' i 
According to Jennifer W. Harris (1992), author of the
 
manuscript Sheltered Instruction, primar/ language instruction
 
accompanied with English handouts or dittos will insure
 
comprehension. She also suggests that teachers should use
 
olear enunciation of words, controlled vpcabulary, and slhorter
 
■/'' ' • ' ' I 
sentences when explaining instructions./ Despite the obvious 
tools available in the art classroom, such as, props, project 
examples, visuals, materials/supplies, and manipulatives, I none 
of these should be taken for granted; Teachers should be 
a 
prepared and organized as well as be ng in control of; their 
classrooms. "The teacher plays a facilitative role directed at 
group process (helps learners formulate plan, act, manage 
groups) and requirements of inquiry (oonsciousness of method). 
He or she functions as an academic counselor" (Joyce, & Weil, 
1992, p. 47). 
w 
■ ■ ^ 
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Program Models
 
Bilingual eduGation is generally defined as an educational
 
program that involves the use of two languages of instrMction.
 
This definition is extensive enough to incude the many program
 
variatiohs that are olassified as bijinc ual education. I "The
 
culture associated with the primary language of instruction is
 
generally part of the curriculum, as is that of the second
 
language" (Nieto, 1992, p. 154). The approach is also
 
sometimes called bicultural/bilingual education and is bas^d Oh
 
the premise that the language and culture that students bring
 
to school are assets that must be used in their education. I Thus,
 
there is an emphasis on the student's native culture, including
 
their history and traditions, within the curriculum
 
Although English as a second language (ESL) is
 
sometimes considered as a kind of bilingual education, it is not
 
real bilingual education, because the child's native language is
 
not used in instruction. Sometimes, ESL classroomsi have
 
teachers aides who speak the children's language and help in
 
translating or explaining concepts, but this alone does not make
 
a classroom bilingual. "The ESL approach, if not part Of a
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 bilingual program, simply focuses on teaching language Iskills
 
in English so that childfen can learn their content in Engligh"
 
(Nieto, 1992, p. 218). While they are learning English,; students
 
may be lacking in their other subjects because they dq not
 
understand the language of instruction Education fojr the
 
non-English speakers usually consists ol learning English until
 
they can function in the regular English-language environment.
 
Nieto (1992) also discusses serveral other types of
 
multilingual teaching techniques, including immersion bili|ngual
 
education which represents a different approach to learning a
 
second language. In this program, students are immersed in
 
their second language of English for a year or two before their
 
native language is introduced as a medium of instruction
 
Unfortunately, this type of model tends to hold children back
 
from being mainstreamed with studen s of their same age
 
group, causing them to fall behind. Thus, the child may become
 
frustrated in this learning environment.
 
As Nieto (1992) says, probably the most common model
 
of bilingual education in the United States public schools is the
 
transitional bilingual education approach, In thiis approach.
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students receive their content area Inslruction in their hative
 
language while learning English as a secorid language. The
 
rationale behind this method is that native-language services
 
should be used only as a transition to English. The primary
 
objective of a transitional program is to teach students English
 
as quickly a possible so that they can continue their schooling
 
in a monolinguai/sheltered-English classroom.
 
According to Nieto (1992), another approach is called
 
maintenance bilingual education. It is a more comprehansive
 
and long-term model/ Like the transitib^ bilingual approach
 
this model of language maintenance is basically the samb, but
 
there is generally no limit set on the time students can be in
 
the program.
 
Additionally, two-way bilingual education is a program
 
for integrating students whose native lainguage is English with
 
those for whom English is a second language. The purppse of
 
this approach is to develop bilingualism in both. Therefore, all
 
students learn content in their native language while they learn
 
the other language as a second language. This approach also
 
lends itself to cooperative learning and peer tutoring since all
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 students have important skills to sha'e with one another
 
(Nieto, 1992).
 
The two-way bilingual model is used in most sheltered
 
olassrooms, including the one used or this project. In
 
grounding this project in classroom practice, it was found! that
 
most students involved in the sheltered art program benefited.
 
Through the process of observation, it was noted that children
 
interacted with one another not only by language but through
 
their actions. Many sheltered art lessons for the project
 
consisted of cooperative learning that requires students to
 
work together to successfully complete their projects, lloyoe
 
■ . I 
and Weil (1992) suggest that, cooperative learning ; is a
 
particularly powerful learning strategy because "the shared
 
responsibility and interaction produce more positive feelings
 
toward tasks and others, generate better intergroup relations.
 
and result in better self-images for students with histories of
 
poor achievement" (p. 32).
 
Conclusion
 
The literature in this review seems to indicate that an
 
art program lends itself nicely to a sheltered English approach.
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AS previously stated/ ^  program uses i piany
 
manipulatives as well as Simpit^^ English that is spoken
 
in the ctassroom. If educators are truly interested iiti the
 
success of their riohvEnglish speakins students, then I as
 
professional educators, they must take the initiatiye In
 
learning about the many cultures represented inj our
 
classroprns. ''QVer and its value as a means to pdlitical
 
harmony, cultural interchange is valuab e as a means to the
 
cpntinuous enrichment of human experience^ (Munro, 1956, p
 
23).
 
The intent pt this project is no to make immigrant
 
children into carbpn copies Of their American counterparts, but
 
rather to teach them what the American culture I most
 
cherishes, such as freedom and individualism. Teachets are
 
often the first adults that these ren encounter. I It is
 
therefore important for us to teach social skills to |these
 
students so that they may understand the new culture in which
 
they live. We should do this not to make children forget their
 
cultual traditions, but to enhance their understanding' of the
 
culture in which they must live and exist.
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As Harris (1992) s a sheltered cia^s is
 
rewarcling because the students are Intel! gent, and waPt tp
 
learn. In the past these students have often been placjed in
 
remedial classes, where they do not belong. Their probleiti is
 
lack of English language, not lack of a ility" (p. Al). Those
 
I • 'T'
 
teachers who take on a sheltered art prpgram are indeed in for
 
a lot of work. They must be innovativ(e, aggressive In their
 
approach to trying new learning techniques, aware of the !latest
 
use of educational technology, patient. and above-all, i bpen
 
minded to the many new cultures witjh which they be
 
coming in contact. If they are willing, they will find
 
program to be one of the most exciting and challenging
 
which they wiII ever be associated. It is the cutting edge of
 
Arherican education, it is the art of creating the future. ^ I
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CHAPTER3
 
THE GOALS AND OBjEO IVES
 
The objectives of the visual and performing arts proigram
 
according to the Califdrnia framework (see Appendix D)|state
 
that:
 
The visual and performing arts curricuium enables ail
 
students to acquire knowledge, dex^elop skills, exparjd
 
their creative potential, study the arts and to realize and
 
value the role that art plays in luman expression and
 
experience.
 
The framework continues:
 
The development of unique intellectual, physical, social
 
and emotional responses through verbal and nonverbal
 
communications are reflected in the curridulum.
 
Aesthetic perception, creative expression, historical and
 
cultural heritage, and aesthetic valuing are fundameritai
 
components upon which all instruction in the Arts is
 
based.
 
These curricula reflect the unique characteristic of each of the
 
arts, and they integrate and interrelate the arts with each
 
 other and with the core currlculurri as appropriate.
 ■ : I'. ■ 
in keeping with the framew the goals of this project
 
(see Appendix A) focus prirnariiy ptv the students' past
 
kn0wiedge and experiences as well as task-based curriculum
 
that wilI reinforce their communiCa ion process.
 
sheltered art program will attempt to build children's
 
self-awareness and make them more familiar with new
 
' I .
 
culture, language, school and community. Finally, it will strive
 
to promote a non-threatening environment filled with a
 
multitude of manipulatives that will enhance the students'
 
learning and comprehension.
 
How can a sheltered art program actually accomplish all
 
of these objectives? This project, which is a curriculum
 
written for students who have limited or non-English language
 
skills, has proven through practice, to stimulate these ct
 
to succeed. In terms of succeeding. his simply means that
 
students will be able to communciate ir words, or by creating
 
and, therefore, build self-esteem. This project will provide a
 
full school year sheltered art curriculum for high school
 
students. The project has four different sections. Each SjSCtion
 
  
represents one of the four quarters of a school year; so each
 
section has its own set of objectives.
 
Secti0n One wilI focus ■ on the child as an indiv 
Section Two focuses on cooperative leaming and provided for
 
the students to work in teams. The section of the project
 
concentrates on better acquainting the students with their new
 
environment and community. The last section, Section Four,
 
highlights the students as a group in sharing their artwork and
 
even more importantly in sharing their accomplishments with
 
others.
 
The Explanation of Each Section
 
The Individual
 
The first section of the curriculum focus on the
 
as an individual. Art projects will be used as tools that
 
may provide vital information about the student for the
 
educator and guide students in building better self-awareness.
 
These art projects will:
 
• provide a level of English language proficiency
 
• determine the students' birth culture.
 
• encourage the students to describe their personalities ahd
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display the favorite things through pictures.
 
• enable students to explain their cultures and beliefs.
 
• guide teachers to better understand the many diversities in
 
their classrooms.
 
• empower teachers as well as student in getting better
 
acquainted with each other, build betler relations and
 
trust.
 
"Students often have hobbies or other interests that are
 
invisible In school. Making^^ ^^ ^t^ is one way of engaging
 
students" (Nieto, 1992, p. 35). It is important to know your
 
students. Simple things, like pronouncing the child's name
 
correctly, may make them feel special and unique.
 
The Group
 
Section Two will concentrate on group and cooperative
 
learning. "Shared responsibility and interaction produce more
 
positive feelings toward tasks and ethers, generate better
 
integroup relations, and result in better self-images for
 
students" (Joyce & Weil, 1992 p.32). As students get to know
 
one another, they will begin to understand each other. The art
 
projects in this section will:
 
 • stimulate interactions between^^^^d nt cultures.
 
encoijrage students to; share and learn, each other's language.
 
increase positive feelings toward one anothery build
 
relationships, and provide affirmative views of other people,
 
create a feeling of i?dlonging and a sense of responsibility to
 
the group and self.
 
any shieitered daSs, English literacy levels vary
 
vyidely. By having Students working in teams, with one student
 
helping with translations, non-EngIish speakers to
 
develop a greater comprehension of the language. According
 
to Finacchiaro (1986), having students work as interpreters and
 
translators for other students " htenS the morale of
 
students" (p. 68). Hence, when children feel good about
 
themselves and their surroundings, learn ng may take place.
 
The Communitv
 
Section Three will provide studemts with knowledge of
 
their new school and community. The classroom is its own
 
community on a school campus. According to Dewey, working
 
with this idea, the classroom itself as well as the tools and
 
materials, stimulating art forms, book. films, videotapes, and
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furniture are all part of the teaching resources. As the people
 
in the classroom community interact with each other, students
 
gain trust and feel safer. Joyce and Weil (1992) suggest that,
 
partnerships in learning develop social skills among the
 
participating students and a greater empathy among the
 
participants. It increases involvement and responsibility for
 
personal learning: hence, students become empowered and
 
self-esteem is enhanced. Art projects related to this section
 
wi ll:
 
enhance a sense of security of learning in the students' new
 
environment.
 
provide an understanding of involvement in the classroom and
 
the students' responsibility in the community.
 
• correct past experiences with classrcom tasks that will
 
provide success in comprehension.
 
• stimulate group learning so that a second language may be
 
better understood.
 
Sections Two and Three are closely interrelated. Projects from
 
either section may be used to achieve group and community
 
awareness.
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The Presentation and Celebration
 
The fourth section of the project will address the need
 
of celebration and reward in the sheltered art classroom. As
 
students interact, develop social skills, gain confidence in a
 
new community, and create works o art, there must be
 
recognition of achievement. "The reinforcement that the
 
learner derives from knowledge of his or her correctness both
 
makes the achievement enduring and propels the learner toward
 
new tasks" (Joyce and Weil, 1992, p,296). Displaying the
 
students' successes through their artwork provides
 
acknowledgment by the community that will stay with the
 
students throughout their lifetimes, enhancing their individual
 
self-esteem, while encouraging their educational successes.
 
When students' creations are exlibited in an art show,
 
the public is able to participate in the achievements. Elliot
 
Eisner (1988), states the importance o the publicity of going
 
public with the student's work so that students may evaluate
 
the classes' work as a whole. Thus, students are able to
 
identify growth through their creativity. The projects in this
 
section will:
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reinforce students' learning through the display of artwork
 
in sohool and community exhibits, such as libraries, malls,
 
public facilities.
 
provide activities in which students m^y share in the
 
celebration of their work.
 
• involve the community in accomplishments that children
 
have achieved through the sheltered art olass.
 
• provide knowledge to eduoators in giving support and
 
positive assessment to their students
 
The four seotions will guide teachers in building an art
 
program to enable limited and non-English speakers to learn
 
and suooeed. Through this year-long curriculum, students will
 
learn a second language, sooial, and oteative skills which may
 
provide self-esteem and draw the situdents to a greater
 
awareness of the greater new oulture and community. Chapter
 
Four is a oolleotion of projeots that will foous on eaoh seotion
 
previously explained in Chapter Three.
 
The Process of Research
 
The process of research used in developing this projeot
 
was grounded in olassroom observation and experienoes
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 Observation involves close attention to detail, analysis and
 
evaluation of what is occurring in the classroom and
 
assimilation of new ideas into the existing curriculum. After
 
observing, recording the observation data was essential so that
 
it could used for future analysis and evaluation.
 
Roe, Ross and Burns (1984), researchers of teaching and
 
field experience, provide a list of key questions (p. 62) one
 
should consider while gathering observa ional data­
• Did students seem to grasp how the lesson tied to previous
 
learning? Did motivational activities ssem to arouse the
 
student's interest successfully? If so. did the students'
 
accomplish their goal? Why or Why not?
 
• Were the purpose and relevance of the lesson made clear to
 
the students'? Why or why not? Hov might the lesson have
 
been better clarified?
 
Were the procedures effective for presenting the content?
 
Were the lesson materials appropriate and effective?
 
Was the teaching style effective with this particular group?
 
Was content effectively related to the students' lives?
 
Were adequate provisions madefor individual differences?
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 • If so, how? If noti been taken to
 
improve the situation?
 
• Were discip appropd^te and effective?
 
• Were eyaluatiori techniques aippropriat^ and effective? If
 
not, what tecbniquiB$ might have been better?
 
These questions will help develop qeneral concepts for what
 
worked and what did not work as lesscms and art projects in
 
the sheltered art classfoorn. Klumerous teaching strategies and
 
techniques may alsd be assessed thrqugh these basic questions
 
The opportunity to observe procedures Is relevant to the aft
 
subject area in particular.
 
By keeping written records, inckiding audio and: visual
 
taped accounts for this project, events were tracked as they
 
occurred within the classrodrn. The results were recorded, and
 
lessons were adjusted to students' needs. Taking Into
 
consideration that no student i$ the sam(J and each learns at e
 
different rate, the recofded data reflect lessdhs that suit the
 
needs of most students. However, ths lessons need to be
 
implemented with flexibility kept in miid. The results : should
 
be used as a guideline, not an absolute. in creating a suGceSsful
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environment for learning.
 
Creating this project from experiences grounded in
 
classroom research and observation provides a vital insight
 
into a program that works. It has been found that many
 
articles on sheltered classes, have been written from classroom
 
experiences. Cited earlier, Lisa Johnson (1992), a first grade
 
teacher, wrote about several basic approaches to organize
 
information and background material that may serve as a
 
foundation for understanding and reaching ESL students. Like
 
Lisa Johnson, experience gained through working with limited
 
and non-English speaking students in an art class is the basis
 
of this project.
 
In formulating the four sections of this project, close
 
observations were made on high schoo students' interactions.
 
Collecting oral information about students who spoke little or
 
no English was quite difficult. Hov/ever, combining the
 
interviews and observations on art projects worked well.
 
Gathering knowledge about each student's culture, past
 
experiences, beliefs and family, provided information not only
 
to the teacher but allowed other students to draw closer to one
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another, creating a better working reialionship that increased
 
self-esteem and multicultural awareness. By communicating
 
0ne another through cooperative ar projects, students not
 
only lessened the workload but iricreasecl their language
 
abilities, developed friendships, and learned that working
 
together as a team was essential to the successful completion
 
of each art project.
 
As students interacted, they organized their own
 
community. Having the security of their new friends, students
 
were able to venture out to familiarize themselves with their
 
new school. Art projects were organ zed to insure positive
 
activities within the school and city in which these students
 
live. As students addressed these art problems, they tended to
 
solve many questions they might have had regarding their new
 
environment.
 
When students finished their projects, they were
 
included in the evaluation process and the displaying of their
 
work. Because the students were involved in this critique, they
 
understood the importance and value o their creations. When
 
everyone participated in displaying eacfi other's work, students
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were reinforced in understanding the diversity of the many
 
different cultrues represented within the classroom. Thus,
 
students were able to appreciate and learn of the many
 
different beliefs each possessed.
 
Each section of the project gradually builds upon itself
 
in a building block fashion. (See figure 1.) Beginning with
 
section one, the individual student gains confidence through his
 
or her work. As students empower themselves, they are more
 
willing to work in small groups of two or three. When
 
students experienced group work, they were encouraged to work
 
as a class and continued to familiarize themselves to their new
 
school. Displaying the art work was a way to celebrate the
 
many accomplishments students made in the class. In showing
 
the student art work, the public and ^chool community were
 
both able to share in the celebration.
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Figure 2. The building blocks of a sheltered art class.
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 CHAPTER4
 
THE PROJECT
 
Introduction ofthe Project
 
It is the intent of this project (see Appendis A) to assist
 
specifically those art teachers who have LEP (Limited English
 
Proficient) and non-English speaking s udents in their attempt
 
not only to develop art skills, but to help these students learn
 
English, improve communication ski Is, adapt to a new
 
environment and improve their self-esteem.
 
As previously stated this project has four parts. The
 
four parts represent each quarter within the traditional school
 
year. The project is set up in such a way that a teacher may
 
use the entire curriculum, use selectee sections, or use only
 
specific art projects. This project is applicable to high school
 
art teachers, and may be adapted for elementary or middle
 
school art teachers, as well as regular subject matter teachers
 
who wish to infuse art into the disciplines
 
The Application
 
High school art teachers may choose to use the project
 
for a sheltered or regular art class. Th5 art projects
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themselves, are a type of crafts orient^ipn of ma^
 
and new materials. For Instance, most of the projects deal
 
the three-dimensional aspect of art, rather than the
 
two-dimensional, which consists mainly of drawing. . The
 
reason for this empdasis is that, if a child has not mastered
 
the talent of drawing, then the student must learn how to speak
 
English and draw at the same time. This dual prObiefti may
 
compound the difficulty for a non-English speaking student to
 
succeed and discourage the learning process.
 
The link between culture and erafts is easy to observe,
 
Many cultures use certain crafts in the household. Therefore,
 
the home environment can reinforce what is being taught in the
 
sheltered art classroom. Another exampe is that all people are
 
walking information centers for their respective cultures. The
 
clothing they wear, their use of body pa nt, and their choices of
 
jewelry or ornamentation tell Other peoDie a great deal about
 
the culture they come from, their values, and, in some cases.
 
ethnic or regional origins. According to McFee and Degge
 
(1977), "We can usually recognize different occupations,
 
different economic levels, and different ages by what people
 
wear, and far behind, how current, hovv conservative, or how
 
extreme they are" (p. 285). Therefore, the use of crafts seemed
 
to fit the sheltered curriculum better thbn drawing or the use
 
of two-dimensional activities.
 
Elementary or middle school art teachers can use the
 
project but may want to put the instru Jtiohs in simpler terms
 
for the appropriate age level of their classes. Younger students
 
may take longer with each project, and the instructor may need
 
to do an orientation to the tools and nraterials before students
 
begin to work. This younger age group may also need assistance
 
due to their level of eye-hand coordination. Nevertheless, the
 
art projects chosen lend themselves to success for many age
 
groups.
 
Regular subject matter teachers, such as English, social
 
science, or math, may choose to use selected art projects to
 
enhance a lesson. For example, the Eng ish teacher may use the
 
plaster mask project when a class is studying a Shakespearean
 
play like "MacBeth." The instructor may have students create
 
their own rendition of what the characters look like and may
 
even put on a play of one of the acts.
 
The social science teacher may te teaching a lesson on
 
Medieval architecture and choose to use the papier mache
 
project. Students may work in groups of three or four and
 
design and build their own castles and cathedrals. Finally,
 
students should be encouraged to explain the process, the
 
materials, and the responsibilities that each of them faced in
 
assembling his or her structure.
 
When studying geometry, the math teacher may decide to
 
incorporate the kite project. As in geometry, the kite project
 
is made up of many angles, lines, and shapes, thus creating a
 
fun atmosphere for learning. Students must calculate how this
 
kite will be put together and if it will actually fly. The teacher
 
could use a contest to determine such things as the highest
 
altitude reached, longest flight, and fas est climb. The physics
 
teacher may want to team teach this lesson.
 
Teachers are finding that lectur ng in the classroom is
 
becoming increasingly boring to students. Adding something
 
different, like an art project to the subjects' curriculum, may
 
stimulate comprehension.
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Project List and Organization
 
A collection of art projects has \been assernbled together
 
here to create a teaching tool which sheltered art teachers may
 
use in their classes. Each project that was selected to appear
 
in the final project was chosen with great care and has
 
successfully tested in the classroom. Being tested
 
years, the art projebts were altered to fi the need and level of
 
the sheltered classes. Taking into consideration that children
 
are very different and the art projects should benefit the
 
childrens' needs, teachers should be encouraged to incofpbrate
 
their own personal teaching techniques and strategies into
 
these lessons.
 
Section One of the project focuses on the Individual
 
student's self, it will enable teachers to use these art projects
 
to better understand each student n
 
therefore, create a better understanding Of the many cultures
 
that are represented in classroom with diverse student
 
populations.
 
Section One Proiects:
 
1-1. Self Collage/Ethnic Collage
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 1-2. Tissue Paper Jewels
 
1-3. Gbii Bovvis
 
1-4. Mexican God's Eye
 
1-5. Piilow Pets
 
1-6. Sand Paintings
 
1-7. Characterization and Distortion of tie Head
 
1-8. Papier Mache Mask
 
; Section Two vi/ill involve art prdjects done in a grpup
 
setting. the teacher will be able to promote interactioh
 
between students and implement cooperative learning. i Thus,
 
Students will learn from each other by doing these projebts and
 
this will provide knowledge of a small social communiity, the
 
classroom.
 
Section Two Proiects:
 
2-1. Plaster Casting
 
2-2. Sand Cast Candles
 
2-3. Paper Mosaic/Murals.
 
2-4. Papier Miche Monster
 
2-5. Fold and Dye
 
Section Three's art projects will help guide students to
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 better understand their school community. The students; will
 
be encouraged to work as a whole class to venture out to the
 
school cai^^ and to create a finisheql environmental project.
 
of the art projects will providfe for a classroom to
 
Celebrate as a whole as well as facilitate communication
 
among individuals.
 
Section Three Proiects:
 
3-1. Sun Prints
 
3-2. Tissue Paper Landscape
 
3-3. Flying Kites
 
Section Four will focus on he presentatibri and
 
celebrMion of the art projects that the children have created.
 
The projects will invite the community to share in the positive
 
experiences arid successes of the students, in the form of an
 
end-of-the-year show, where the students will be able to
 
exhibit their art work to the public, The students become
 
curators, critics and managers of the r own artwork. ; This
 
activity will create a greater knowledge of the subject matter.
 
promote interaction with students, teachers, and the igreater
 
public, and help them better understand their new community.
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Section Four PrQlfintif;:
 
4-1. Edible Sculpture (bread)
 
4-2. Marionettes^ Stage and ShowGase
 
4-3. Linoleum Block
 
4-4. Art Show
 
Conclusion
 
One will note that the numbers of art projects decrease
 
students progress through the year, (see Appendix A.) Through
 
classroom observation, it has been noted that students work
 
faster on individual art projects than they do in groups. It was
 
perceived that since many languages weire spoken in the class,
 
students could onI y communicate with one another by body
 
language. During numerous first-time group activities,
 
students became frustrated with each other, but still wanted
 
to finish their goals. The art projects or goals were set simply
 
so that students had to begin to communicate with one another.
 
Once groups established communication, project expectations
 
rose and so did the students' self-esteem.
 
It was also observed the noise level of the
 
classroom was very low at the beginning of the school yea^ but
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as the students beGarrie familiar with on ahother, many
 
exhanges ocqurred and the noise leyei increasingly grew,: Once
 
etudents got past the irritial frustration eaused by the language
 
barrier, they began to teach each 01her thei r respective
 
languages, In other;wprds,;,Sp^ students started
 
learning English and Japahese, and he Japanese-speaking
 
students started learning Spanish and En ish, and so forth. As
 
this process continued, by the end of the third quarter, the
 
noise level had reached an all time hiigh. It wasn't because
 
students were totally off^task, but they were excited that
 
finally they Could understand each other; After this, children
 
began to share their beliefs, ideas, language and most
 
Impdrtantly their friendships.
 
By the end of the school yeafi; thd students were able to
 
work as a A/vhole class and put tdgetljier an outstanding art
 
show. Students were assigned di ferent jobs so that
 
organization was the key to the show's success. They were
 
able to sign up for tasks, such as re reshments, invitatldns,
 
decorations, calling comiriittee, entertainment, advertisement,
 
labeling projects, setting up the displays. and cleanup. Each
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student was responsible for doing something for the art show.
 
When the show was over, it seemed that the students were
 
proud of themselves. This was very pbvious because of the
 
smiles all over their faces.
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 Explanation ofthe Ptofect
 
This project is a curriculum guide which covers an entire
 
traclitional schoor year. The guide will provide teachers with:
 
1. A weekly and quarterly calendar.
 
2. Time line for the entire year.
 
3.20 art projects with Spanish translation.
 
4.A parent letter explaining the program and lab fee for
 
the class.
 
5. Detailed instructions for each project including,
 
A. Key Ideas.
 
B. Length of project.
 
C. Objectives.
 
D. Materials.
 
E. Motivational techniques.
 
F. Step by step procedures of the art projects,
 
G. Procedures translated in Spanish.
 
The link between culture and crafts is an important one.
 
cultures use certain crafts in the household. Therefore,
 
the home environment can reinforce what is being taught in the
 
sheltered art classroom. The projects selected touch many of
 
the different cultures that attend public schools in Southern
 
California. Each art project is grounded in children's past
 
learning experiences, which allows students to incorporate
 
knowledge from previous events. Many education researchers
 
agree that the key to successful learning is the incorporation
 
of new material with a child's past experiences
 
 I
 hope the reader finds the information helpful in
 
teaching limited and non-English speakers in not only
 
developing their art skills but also in helping these students to
 
learn English, improve their communiccition skills, and increase
 
their self-esteem. It is my belief and experience that no
 
teacher should feel insecure in teachiing individuals who will
 
soon become the future of our commiunities. Therefore, this
 
project may empower the teacher to become an important
 
catalyst in these young adults' lives.
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Time Line 
For a Traditional School Year 
The Individual 
Section-1 
OgOijerative Learning 
Section-2 
The Community 
Section-3 
The Presentation 
SeGtion-4 
•vi 
August 
Start ofthe 
SchoolYear 
November February April June 
End ofthe 
School Year 
Each Section s9Weeks 
Total School Year=36 Weeks 
  
the art
 
department
 
Canyon Springs High School
 
23100 Msnzanita 
Moreno Valley, California 92557 
(714) 435-5707 
Dear Parent;
 
Your child has selected a class thit has a materials fee. This
 
fee covers the consumable materials that are used as part of the
 
instructional program. It also allows ttje student to take completed
 
projects home after they have been evaluated by the teacher.
 
In order that we might purchase the materials needed for class
 
as early as possible, we ask that the ^tudent pay the fee the first
 
week of class. The fee may be collected In class or can be paid at
 
the Bookkeeper's window, if you are paying by check, please make it
 
payable to Canyoh Springs High Scbool.
 
The materials fee is ten dollars semester. If the student has
 
selected a full year class such as Art 1,11,111 or IV, they will be
 
assessed an additional ten dollars secbnd semester.
 
Pfr
 
If you have any questions concerning the materials fee please
 
don't hesitate to contact us.
 
Sincerely,
 
Mike Pattison/ Art 1
 
Beth Pierce/ Mixed Media & Ceramics
 
Becky Raleigh/ Art l,ii,lll, IV
 
Dave Torbert/ Jewelry & Glass
 
[Sample copy of the letter sent homefor each student at
 
the beginning of the sot)ool year.]
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El pepartamlento
 
de Arte
 
El Colegio de Canyon Springs
 
23100 Manzanita
 
Moreno Valley,OA 92557
 
Queridos Padres:
 
Se hijo/hija ha elejfdo una clase que J-equesita una cuenta para
 
materiales. ^sta cuenta incluye todos los materiales usadoscomo
 
parte de esta programa de instruccion. Tamlbien la cuenta perrnite el
 
estudiante llevar sus proyectos a casa despues de recibir la
 
evaluaciOn y marca de su maestro/a.
 
Se pide la cuenta durante la primera semanadeclase para luego
 
comprar los materiales. La cuenta se paga(iirectanien^e al maestro o
 
a la cajera de la escuela. Si paga con una tiransferencia del barco,se
 
prepara el talon para: Canyon Springs High School.
 
La cuenta de materiales esdiez dolarescada semestre. Si el
 
estudiante haya elejido tomar Arte per un an0entero,como Arte I, II,
 
III,0 IV, pagara veinte dolares en total.
 
Forfavor de llamarnos si tiene cualquier pregunta acerca de la
 
cuenta de materiales.
 
Sinceramente,
 
Mike Pattison/Art I
 
Beth Pierce/ Mixed Media & Ceramics
 
Becky Raleigh/Art I, II, III, IV
 
Dave Torbert/Jewelry & Glass
 
[Spanish translation of sample letter on page 75.]
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SECTION ONE
 
THEINDIVIDUA
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00 
Section 1 Timeline
 
The individual
 
1
 
Self Collage Tissue Paper Coil Bowls Mexican Pillow Pet Sand 
.Character
 
Jewels God's Eye Paintings Head
 
Extra Project; Papier-Mache Mask
 
Each Section = 1 Week
 
First Quarter
 
Project 1-1
 
Self C^oMaae/ Ethnic Collage
 
Key Ideas:
 
ess,students will
 
develop not only an appreciation for their ind viduality and that
 
of others but also an understanding of pther cultures and
 
perspectives.
 
to seven class
 
hours. The instructor may wantto have students explain or
 
display their work.
 
Total time =6to>10 claiss hours.
 
Objectives: 
1) image, 
personality 
characteristics through art. 
3) Dreciation for the 
uniqueness of others. 
4) The student will be able to discuss the differences and
 
similarities among ethnic groups.
 
5) iifying and
 
in the classroom.
 
Materials;
 
Pre-cutsheets of butcher paper(6'x 3'), pens, pencils,
 
glue,crayons,scissors, magazines/newspapers,
 
students' personal family photos or mementos
 
Motivation:
 
xillage and display it
 
before instructions are given. Instructors may also invite
 
language and are of
 
the class to speak
 
community.
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Procedures:
 
1) Tape the paper toa wall or spread it on the floor.
 
2) Pair students by gender and have th( outline or trace
 
around their bodies with pencil.
 
3) Have students fill in their outlined bodies with pictures and
 
memorabilia aboutthemselves,such as hings they like (ie.
 
food,sports,family, etc...)­
4) Have students explain or display their cc^llages by describing
 
how the collages reflect themselves.
 
Spanish Translation ofProcedures:
 
1) Empegar el papel a la pared o enderesarrio encimadei suelo.
 
2) Emparejar los estudiantes muchachas cpn muchachas y
 
sus
 
3) dibujo con fotos. 
de arte que 
representa su vida. 
4) colaje,descibiendo 
como cada dibujo o foto refleja o proyec sus
 
personalidades.
 
Project1-2
 
Tissue Paper Jewels
 
Key ici^a;
 
Tissue paperjewelry is easy and fun to mak^ with just the
 
imaginatidny
addition of scraps ofcardboard and lots of i
 
Students will understand the different typesdfjewelry that
 
cultures create. Some ofthejewelry may ha('ve a ritual or
 
ceremonial history behind it.
 
Work for this project may take five class houps. If the teacher :
 
would like to have afashion show,plan on one more class hour;
 
Total time =6class hours.
 
Obiectives: 
1) Thestudents will learn how to fold tissue paper to create 
/ //.Jewelry. ■ : ■ 
2)The students win learn to identify the histc^ry, if any,behind 
the jewelry. 
3)The students will be exposed to the many ways in which 
jewelry or body adornment is warn in diff€brentcultures. 
Materials;
 
All-purpose glue,assorted colors of tissue pdper, masking tape
 
thin cafdboartl,beecls,feathers,trim,glitter, etc.
 
Motivation:
 
Using the collage project,the teacher may pck out pictures of
 
individuals wearing cultural jewelry and have students explain
 
the history. Show pictures of body adornmentfrom library or
 
history books to give studentsa better understanding of the
 
many ways of wearing jewelry. Give history of cultural body
 
adornmentthrough a slide show or VCR tapd presentation.
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 Instructions to be Read to Students
 
Procedures:
 
1) 	PIan your design on a piece of paper thatjathedeoired size
 
of the jewelry. Consider background color as well asthe
 
differenttypes of bright celprs toaddto the design.
 
2) 	Cutcaitlboard shapesto fit the size of tie paper design,
 
The size of the bracelet isdetermined b^ wrist size.:
 
3) 	Shape the cardboard into a circle and tape theedges
 
together,
 
4) 	Brush glue on the cardboard.
 
5) 	Apply a background tissue paper color over the entire
 
outside and another color over the insid9 of the bracelet
 
6) 	Reapply theglue.
 
7) 	Make one inch wide strips either by cutt ng or by tearing
 
tissuefrom the fold of the paper to its edge. All paper has
 
a grain,so tear along one edge and if it doesn'ttear evenly,
 
turn the paper sideways and rip from the other end.
 
8) 	Twista strip of paper by hand..
 
9) Paint or squeeze on a glue line where the color strip is
 
intended to go in your design. Press the strip into the glue
 
line. If this is difficult to maneuver,try using small
 
tweezers to apply the strips.
 
10) Vary the colors and the widths of your paper strips.
 
11) For thejewels,wad small pieces of tissLie paper into balls
 
and cover the balls smoothly with tissue
 
color)and glue. Place thesejewels on wax paper to dry so
 
they will not stick to the table.
 
12)When dry,gluejewels to bracelet.
 
13)Try glueing down lace bits and then covering them with
 
tissue and glue.
 
14)Decorate the piece with glitter, plastic be£ads,sequins.
 
yam or draw in details with felt tip-pens.
 
15)To give a shiny look or a protective coat,apply plastic
 
spray, polymer medium or thinned glue.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Planear el dibujo de su jolla en papel del tamano preferido.
 
Hay que considerar los colores brillantes fondo y del
 
superficie.
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 2) Cortar modelos de carton del rriism tarnano del dibujo de la
 
jolla. El tarnanode la pulsera se hace siegun el tarnano de la 
mano,hay que hacerla floja para qultarla,^ bastante 
apretado paira mantenerla fija. 
3) Forma el carton en un circulo yipegar les orillas juntas. 
4) Plntar pegajnlentoo polymeras encima del carton. 
5) 	Aplicar un papel de color de gasa sobret el superficle
 
exterior del carton, yo otro papel de color por el superficle
 
Interior. r
 
6) 	Reapllcar el pegamientO;
 
7) 	Hacer trozps de una pulgada del papel degaze,cortandolos c
 
romplendolos desde el punto de doblaje hasta la orllla.
 
Todo el papel de gaza tiene rayos de grano,y facllmente se
 
puede romper por la orllla. SI los trozos no se rompen
 
Igualmente,dale vuelta al papel y se piede romper del otro
 
■\-lado­
8) Torcer un trozo de papel a mano. 
9) PIntar a aplicar una llnia de pegamlentc sigulendo su plan 
de dibujo. Oprlmir el trozo de papel en la llnia de 
pegamlento. SI se hace con diflcultad, se puede usar Unas 
pinsas para aplicar los trozos de papel. 
10) 	Hay que varlar los colores y anchuras d<e sus trozos de 
■ papel. ■■ 
11) 	Para hace las jollas, se enrolla bultltos de papel en bolltas. 
Suavemente se envuelve la bola con papel de gaza del 
mismo color. Hay que asegurar que el 
se extlende suflclentemente detras de la joya para pegaria 
al carton. 
12) 	Quando se secan las bolltas se pegan al modelo grande del 
13) 	Intentar pegar trocltos de tejido de gazsi y pegamlento. 
14) 	Decorar el modelo con pedacltos de cr>'stal, abalorlos, 
decoratlvas resplandores, o decorar los detalles con 
marcadores de color. 
15) 	Preserver la jolleria con una mano de rodo de plastico, 
polymerlcos o pintaria con pegamlento aguado. 
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Project 1-3
 
Coil Bowls
 
Key Idea:
 
To create a coii bowl is an introduction to cla y and Indian
 
heritage.
 
Time:
 
Putting together the actual bowl may take stjjdents2to3
 
hours. After the bowl is assembled,studentp may wantto
 
carve their own designs on the outside of it This may take an
 
additional 2to3 class hours. After the bow has been fired in
 
a kiln, students will paintor glaze their bowls. This maytake
 
2or3hours to finish.
 
Total time =9to 10 class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students will learn the importance 6f Indian pottery 
and its many usesand ritual backgrounds 
2) The students will learn some ofthe syrribols used on their 
pottery. 
3) The students will be able to manipulate clay and understand 
its many properties and uses. 
Materials:
 
Clay,water and water bowl,ceramic tools or kitchen utensils,
 
burlap and cloth scraps, plastic bowl, plastic wrap.
 
Motivation:
 
Before giving instruction,teachers may warjt to show slides,
 
pictures or even examples of Indian bowls to give students
 
some ideasfor their creations. Students wi identify the many
 
uses and history of Indian pottery. Show the video Southwest
 
Indian Art Potterv. America Series(No,57)
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 Instructions to be Read to Stucients
 
Procedure:
 
1) If plastic bowls are to be used as molds, line them first
 
with cloth to prevent any clay from sticklng and cracking
 
2) 	Roll an 18 inch length coil, aboutthe th ckness of your
 
3) 	Form the coil into a spiral shape and lay this on the bottom
 
ofthe bowl.
 
4) Roll out 12 inch length coils and place them around and up
 
the sides of the bowl,allowing each spi'al to touch.
 
5) Place slip (clay and water mix)in coil gapsso that they
 
will not pull apart.
 
8) Carefully and gently smooth the inside of the bowl, if
 
desired,so the spirals do notshow. Too much pressure will
 
spoil the coil design on the outside of the bowl. Don't
 
forget to add clay where it is needed so that coils are
 
blended together.
 
7) 	Letthe bowl dry until it easily slips outfrom the bowl. Let
 
it dry completely(when the clay is no longer cool and roorh
 
temperature to the touch)then fire and finish it. Ceramic
 
glaze or paint may be used.Also, beads and feathers may be
 
a nice finish to your bowl.
 
8) 	Larger bowls can be made by using larger coils, up to 2
 
inches in diameter(do not make too thi3k), and by using
 
larger bowls and many coils. Note:Co scan also be made
 
by rolling outthe clay(slab)and then cutting ribbon like
 
coils for building.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) Si plastico, vidrio,o un tazon de adobase usa para servir de
 
modelo,se enforra con tela por dentro 3ara prevenir el
 
barro de pegarse y partirse mientrasse seca el modelo.
 
2) Enrollar u muelle de 18" pulgadas a la gruesura desu dedp
 
pequeno. ­
3) 	Formar el muelle de unaforma espiral y dejarlo en el
 
centro del tazon.
 
4) 	Enrollar estos muelles de 12" pulgadas en cuanto se
 
necesita. Colocarlos alrededor y por los lados del tazon
 
permitien-do cado espiral tocar el uno con el otro.
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 5) Poner canicas y botones de barro en eepacios donde se 
neGesitan. Agregar otrasformas dondei quieren. 
6) Cuidaddsamente y suavenriente empansja^^ del tazon. 
Se quiere par ocultar(escondes)los espirales. Demasiada 
presion lastimara las decoraciones de bs muelles en el 
exteriro del tazon. Agregale barro donde hace falta para : 
que los muelles se mesolan juntos. Un tazon se puede 
: romper durante el periodode saoandose 0calentandose en 
el orno si no hay un superflcie liso y piano dentro del tazon. 
7) 	Dejar el tazon secarse hasta se sale faoil del modelo. ;
 
Dejarlo secar completamente y luego hecharlo al fuego y
 
terminarlo.
 
8) 	Se puede usar tazones mas grandescon muelles superiOres
 
en tamano(de 2"en diametro), y usanpi0 modelos de tazOnes
 
superiores oon mas muelles.
 
Note: Muelles se pueden hacer enrollando un tabia de barro y
 
luego cortando listones de muelles.
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 Project 1-4
 
Mexican God'g Eye
 
Key Ideas:
 
This project wiii stimulate questions about Mexican culture and
 
beliefs. Traditionally, in Mexico the sacred"Eye of God"decorative
 
weavings are hung above doorways to protect and bring good luck to
 
the household within.
 
Time:
 
Depending on the size of the God's Eye,students may take up to 3to4
 
class hours working on this project.. If tasse s are added to the end of
 
the God's Eye add 1 additional class hour.
 
Total time =5class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students will learn the importance qind the meaning of the 
Mexican God's Eye. 
2) The students eye-hand coordination wil be tested and enhanced, 
3) The students will be introduced to an ol d and traditional craft of 
weaving. 
Materials:
 
Yarn,string or thread,dowels,twigs or popsicie sticks(two the same
 
size),glue and scissors.
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers may wantto show examples befoie giving the students
 
instructions. Giving some history of the God's Eye willenhance this
 
art project. Reading aloud to students or having a community guest
 
speaker of Mexican descent explaining the mportance of the God's Eye
 
is encouraged.
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Aboutthe Gods Eye
 
Do you wish for some good luck, health, happlness,and good fortune? Traditionally,
 
In Mexico,the sacred"Eye of God"decorative weavlip g^s are hung above door ways to protect
 
and bring good luck to the household within.
 
The original SIkull prayer stick Is diamond-shapbid with a center eye. The tufts of
 
yarn at the endsofthe sticks represent clouds that w II help to bring the rain. Tassels
 
mean the wish for health and long life. The God's eys always represents good,and a prayer
 
to God for good health,good fortune,and good crop;
 
In the 1950s New Mexicp artists discovered the symboliceye in Gid Mexico. The
 
artists brought the Ideb back with them and have enIbrged uponit. Today riiany
 
Southwestern weavers,including the women In the N avajo culture,practice,this art.
 
The craftis exciting and fun for all ages andea^ iiy learned. The designs can be ais
 
simple or ascomplex as desired- The yarn omamen;s are delightful to look!at and add
 
gaiety to a classroom when they aresuspended IndlvIdually from the celling and turn like
 
mobiles. Hang them on walls,in windows,in your halIr, or around your neck for good
 
luck.
 
Craftsfor the Classroom by Earl W.LInderman and Niarlene M.LInderman.1977,p.283.
 
tSBN-0-02-37070780-1 Published by Macmlllan Publishing Co.,Inc New Vbrk.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) 	Crosstwo sticks togetherso that their armsare equidistant
 
(equally distend from the extremes). Tie stickstogether atthe
 
center. A touch of white glue will keep he sticks together.|Notch
 
the sticks at their center, if desired.
 
2) 	Begin at the centerjoint and wrap the yarn back and forth over
 
both arms to keep them firm.
 
3) To start weaving,wrap the yarn once around one Ofthe arms,
 
4) Span the open area between the arms and then wrap the yarn
 
around second arm.
 
5) Span the area again to wrap the third arm,and continue to wrap
 
the fourth arm.
 
6) Continue this procedure.
 
7) For variety, wrap the yarn around and rm twice,leaving a wider
 
space between the yarns before going on the nextarm.
 
8) The tension created by the wrapping wi I hold the sticks together.
 
Try to keep the tension even.
 
9) To change color, knota new yarn to old color yarn on the :
 
underside ofthe God's Eye.
 
10) Another wayto change color is to end color on the same dowel
 
(arm)on which you started (using aspot of glue). Attach the new
 
yarn to a different dowel(arm)by adding a spot of glue.
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11) 	Experiment by wrapping two eolored yarns atbne time.
 
12) A beautiful design results by twisting two yarn colors together
 
as you go.
 
13) 	Vary the thickness of yarns.
 
14) to backwrap,turn (reverse)the Sticks arnd wrapthem from the 
opposite side, this achieves a high anc|i low relief, orscultpured 
effect. 
15) Larger dowels create a deeper front-to-back space. 
16) try four sticks together for a more complex pattern. 
17) Add pom-poms,features, bells, and beads to the ends of the 
sticks. ■ . 
Spanish translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Cruzardos palosjuntos para tener los brazes iguales. Enlazar los
 
palos en el centre. Un poquillo de peg( miento o una gomita
 
ayudara lajuntura de los palos. Meilar(cortar un trucito) los
 
palos en suscentres si quieren.
 
2) Empezaren las bizagra central y envueIve el hilado en doble
 
direcciones para mantenerlos en sus si:io.
 
3) Para empezar el tejido,envuelve el hilado un vez arrededorde uno
 
de los brazes y luego envuelve el hilado arrededor del segundo
 
■ braze. 
4) Cruzar el hilado entre los brazes abiertos y luego envolver el 
> hilado arrededor del segundo braze. ' 
5) Cruzar el hilando otra vez entre los brazes del tercer y cuarto 
braze y envolverloscome en numero 4. 
6) Continuar este procedimeinto y nunca(;ruzar encima deIPs 
hilados recien tijidos, 
7) 	Para variedad,envolver el hilado alred€»dor un braze dos veces
 
dejando un espacio mas ancho antes de ir al proximo macho de
 
madera.
 
8) 	La tension criada per las envueltas de hilados dejara los palos
 
juntos, procurar mantener las tensiones; iguales.
 
9) 	Para cambiar color,abrochar un color £.1 otro per debajo del ojo,
 
10) 	Otra manerade cambiar color es terminar y empezar el hilado en
 
el mismo macho de madera con un pos0de pegamiento bianco en el
 
parte inferior del pale.
 
11) Experimentarsu estiio preferido enlazando dos hilos de
 
diferentes colores.
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12) Su dibujo lindo se hace entroscando dos hilados durante el tejido.
 
13) Variar la gruezura de hilados.
 
14) Darle vuelta a los palos para reenvolvetjlos de los extremes
 
contraries. Esta manera se da un efecto de escultura.
 
15) Machosde madera masgruesas da un efecto mas prefundo delante
 
ydetras.
 
16) Intenta usar cuatro pales para un dibujcj mascomplejo.
 
17) Agregar bolitas de hiladro, plumas y cafcavelas en los extremes
 
deles pales.
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Project1-5
 
Pillow Re
 
Key Ideas:
 
This project Is an introduction to sewing and creating a
 
dimensional soft sculpture.
 
Time:
 
This project will takesometime to finish bec|iause this may be the
 
first time students have sewn.
 
Estimated total time= 5class hours.
 
Qbiectives:
 
1) The students will learn the skill ofsewirlg.
 
2) The students will learn to create a three-dimensional soft
 
- sculpture.-'':;
 
3) The students will learn an important survival skill if and when
 
they move outof parents' houses(like jewing on a button or
 
fixing a tear).
 
Materials:
 
Scissors, paper pattern, pencils, brightly colbred cloth scraps,
 
stuffing, needle and colored thread,Wire declorative trim or lace.
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers may choose to show examples offinished pillows done by
 
paststudents. The instructor should explain the importance of
 
knowing the basics ofsewing and thatstudeints will learn through a
 
fun activity.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Starting with a paper pattern (animal shape)that students draw,
 
provide for a2inch seam. 
2) Form a wire skeleton to follow the design.Cover the wire 
cotton batting or other stuffing material Cover the wire ends 
with masking tape so that cloth will notgetsnagged. 
3) Cuttwo identical animal shapes(use paper pattern)from one yard 
of brightly colored or patterned cloth (two heads,two bodies, 
four arms,and four legs). 
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4) 	 Sew the shapes together inside out, bu make sure to leave a 
small opening. 
5) 	 Turn all pieces sewn, right side out and stuff them with cqtton, 
plastic foam, old rags, old stockenings (br discarded plastic bags^^ 
6) " V ■ound cloth bf the toy.Use 
felt tip pens for detail. 
7) 	 Finish by sewing on decorative accessories and close the final 
seam opening. 
Spahish Translation of Procedures: 
1) Empezar con un modelo de papel. Pro v^eer 2" (dos pulgadas) para 
una costura. 
2) Formar un esqueleto de alambre para seguir el modelo. Cubrir el 
alambre con algodon o otro material psira rellenar. Curblr los 
•:e (opcional).
3) 	 Cortar dos siluetas identicas de su anif|hal carinosd/favorito da 
(dos cabezas, dos cuerpos, 
cuatro brazes y cuatro piernas). 
4) Cocer los imagenes per dentro fuera, dejar un aujero pequeno en la 
costura. 
5) algodon, foam de piastico, 
garras, impras de piastico. ; 
6) e la tela de juguete. 
Agregar detalles al jugetillo con una pluma marcadora. 
7) 	 Terminar el jugete con coser decorativas extras y cerrar el 
aujero. 
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 Project 1-6
 
Sandpaintinas
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students will learn that sandpaintings are a peremonial practice:to
 
the Navajo Indians, Navajo rituals(sandpaifitings)are performed for
 
many purposes:restoring health, insuring s^ fety, protection from
 
evil, and attracting good and blessings.
 
Time:
 
If students are using sand that needs to be gyed,then this will take 1
 
class hour. The actual project, including motivation, will take at
 
least 13to 14class hours,depending on thp size of sandpaintings.
 
Total time = 14class hours.
 
1) The students be exposed to the native Navajo language.
 
through videos.
 
2) The Students will be introduced to a NaV a^jo ceremonial practice
 
and will understand the significance of sandpaintings.
 
Materials:
 
Colored sand (fine granules),dye(only if safid needs to be colored),
 
1 inch thick pieces of wood (pre-cut to desird d^ size), glue, paint:
 
brushes, pencil and paper,water, newspappr.
 
Extras: beads,leather,feathers,etc.
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers may choose to show a video or hel',ve a guestspeaker explain
 
how to create a sandpainting to their studen|;:s. They may also like to
 
read aloud aboutthe process and rituals of ^andpainting to the class.
 
Playing background music,such as,Canvoh Triloov by R.Carlos Nakai
 
(1989),while students work may stimulate ideas and creativity. A
 
recommended video tape to show to studenfts is, Sandpaintina-A
 
Navajo Tradition, produced by Interpark
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) 	Create a design on paper first. Use auIjhentic or original design
 
elements. Getsuggestionsfrom books magazines,etc.
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2) Transfer the design to wood using pencil. Note: Do not use carbon
 
paper.
 
3) Mark areasfor specific colors on wood before applying sand and
 
4) 	Star application by using glue mixed wiith water(50/50).
 
5) 	Apply glue with small paint brush.(The glue dries quickly!)
 
6) Apply sand to glued areas. Use oneo(blor ata time. Example:Do
 
all red areas first, then yellow,then putjple, etc.
 
7) Letareas that werejust applied with glije and sand dry for about
 
one minute before applying new color.
 
8) Shake off extra sand on to a newspaper and putthe excess back
 
into the bag(same color).
 
9) After the entire sandpainting is finishecj, students may wantto
 
add beads,leather orfeather to trim
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Crear un designio-elementosde dibuj(|)s autenticos, libros
 
revistas,etc.
 
2) 	Transferir el dibujo a madera usando l^pices(sin papel dp carbon).
 
3) 	Marcar aereas del superficie para colores especificas.
 
4) Empezar la aplicacion usando una mexcia de pegamiento con agua.
 
(50/50).
 
5) Aplicar el pegamineto con un pincel peq^uefio (i ojo!el pegamineto
 
se seca pronto).
 
6) Aplicar la arena a las partes pintadas q(on pegamiento--usar un
 
color a la vez.
 
7) 	Dejar las partes aplicadas. Secar por lb3 menos un minuto.
 
8) 	Sacudir el exceso de arena a un perioqlico--remplazar esa arena a
 
la bolsa del mismo color.
 
9) 	Despuesde terminar la pintura de arerjja,el estudiante puede
 
aumentarle perlitas de crystal,trocitos pe cuero o plumitas de
 
color.
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 Project 1-7
 
Characterization and Distortion ofthe Head
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students will learn a new approach to creativity and distortion. They
 
will also geta taste of whata graphic desigher or cartoonist doesfor
 
a living.
 
Time:
 
This project will have a total work time of4 05class hours.
 
Total time=5class hours.
 
Qbiectives:
 
1) Each student will become more familiar with his/her self-image, 
2) The students will understand distortion characterization and 
proportion. 
3) 	The students will understand color and cartooning.
 
Materials:
 
Brushes,3ft. x 6ft. white butcher paper,sketch paper, mirror with
 
reflective surface, pencil,and newspaper.
 
Motivation:
 
The teacher may makea connection with the project to a circus fun
 
house with its distortion mirrors. They may also do a quick
 
demonstration of distortion by using aluminum foil and bending it.
 
reflecting the distorted face.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Sketch 3or4drawings of your head, look into reflective
 
surfaces that distort and/or exaggerate particular
 
characteristics that you might have(gldsses,freckles,small
 
eyes, big teeth, eto.).
 
2) 	Choose the sketch you like the bestand further distort it in the
 
manner on 3'x 6'paper. Use grid techfiique to enlarge:
 
(a) make the sketch 2or3times as wice and6to8times as high,
 
(b) makethe sketch6to8times as wide and 2to3times as high,
 
3) Paint this enlargement in such a way tfiat you continue to
 
exaggerate areas you wish to exaggerdte.
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Sbanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) su cabaza. Mirarge en
 
osados(tbrcidos)^ quo
 
raras(bota lo que pasa con
 
las gafais(anteojos), pecds,bjbs pequenos;dientes grandas).
 
2) r distrosando la para y el
 
dibujo en la manerade la figura(a)y(fc|) encima del papel 3"per
 
6" pres.
 
(a)Hacbr el dibujo 2a3veces masanbha y6a8veces roas alta.
 
(b)Hacerel dibujos6a8veces mas arichas y2a3veceS mas
 
3) 	Pintar este dibujo exajerado de una manera para continuar partes
 
0aerezas que se prefiere exajerar.
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Project 1-8
 
Papier Mach6 Mask
 
(extra project)
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students will develop a better self-image In creating a human-like
 
papier itiache mask.
 
Time:
 
Students will probably finish this project in 9 to 10class hours.
 
Total time=10 class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students will learn, by designing a human-like face,the many 
similarities between humans,as opposed to their differences, 
2) The students will enhance their percep ions of diversity in the 
structure of theface. 
Materials:
 
Clay (oil based), petroleum jelly, and sheilac. Newspaper,glue, water,
 
and liquid-starch, will be needed for the papi mix.
ler mache 

Quick instructions forpapier mache mixare:
 
1) Tear newspaper into 1 inch by3inch strips.(Do nolcut.)
 
2) Dip strips into starch mixture and pinch with fingers to remove
 
excess.
 
3) 	Apply strips to object(mold), pressing knd smoothing into place.
 
4) 	Apply5layers of strips to entire object
 
print(black & white)with comics(color)to determine the
 
numbers of layers applied.
 
[Note: papier mache mixture =1 cup starch, 1 cup white glue and 1/2
 
cup water. Mix by shaking in plastic bottle.I
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers should explain how to do papier mache first before giving
 
mask instructions and show examples of p'^st projects for ideas,
 
Instructors may wantto talk about Hallowekn and givea history of
 
the traditions in using the mask on that day A suggested book is,
 
American Holidavs-Explorinq Traditions Qlistoms and Backgrounds bv
 
Barbara Klebanow &Sara Fischer,1990.
 
ISBN#0-86647-018-2 Published by Pro Lingua,Vermont.
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 Instructions To Be Read To Studftnts:
 
Procedures:
 
t) Make a slab of clay about6inches sqdiare and 1 inch thick. 
Oikbasbd Giay is best. W a water-based clay it can 
sprhetiiTies gettoo hard to dig putfrom the mold. 
2) Make a simple picture in the ciay: it animal face. 
Form the slab into aface by digging and applying extra clay to the 
slab surface. Remember to keep the phapes in your design fairly 
smoooth and simple. 
3) Makesome newspaper strips and appiy5layers of papier mache 
to the top of the relief. First,smear pe|roleum jelly all over the 
clay relief so that mache will not stick. 
4) Paintthe papier mache mold to make it look bright and cheerful. 
Shellac the mask to make it shiny. Shpllac makesthe colors look 
brighter and stronger. 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Haeer una tabia de adoba(moidura)como6"pulgadas cuadradas
 
1" pulgada gruesa. Adoba aceitada es lo mejor. Sise uas adoba
 
con base de aqua,escapaz de ponerse demasiada dura para
 
sacarse de la moidura.
 
2) 	Hacer un dibujo sencillo en la adoba;pjuede ser Usar planta o uria
 
cara de animal. Pegartrozos de la adobaa la tabla. Augerar la
 
tabIa con varios huecos. Cuidado de no pasar al otro ladd)de la
 
tabIa con este procedimineto. Recordar de mantenersu dibujo
 
bastante liso y sencillo.
 
3) 	Hacer cintas de papier mache,y const uir cinco tiras encima del
 
releve. Primero emborrar vaselina de setroleo sobre todo el
 
releve de adoba.
 
4) 	Pintar la moidura para hacerlo brillante y alegre. Pintaria 
moiduracon varniz para haceria pulida. El varniz hace los colores 
de la modlura proyectar un imagen ma■s brillante, y a la vex 
reenforsarla. 
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SECTION TWO
 
THE GROUP
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Section2Timeline
 
Cooperative Learning(Group)
 
o
 
o
 
l^laster Casting - ■■■ . - . ^ ^ Sand Candles Paper, Papier Mdchd, ^Fold & Dye 
Mosaic/Murals Monster
 
Each Section == 1 Week
 
Second Quarter
 
  
Project 2^1
 
Plaster CaCtinq
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students will becorne more familiar with on0another because they
 
are working in pairs. This project lends itseIf to cooperative learning
 
because the plaster dries fast,so teams mijist work together to!
 
successfully finish the project.
 
Students will probably take abouttwo olass hours to design sorne
 
ideas for their masks. If students are to finish two masks,this:will
 
take an additional7to8 hours.
 
Total time = 10 class hours.
 
Qbiectives:
 
1) The students will und^^^^ thatby working in tearris ofiwo the
 
task(project)will beoome eesier;
 
V : l
 
2) Thestudents Willlearn responsibility by doing their part of;phe
 
project.
 
3) The students will understand the propdrrties of plaster.
 
Materials:
 
Spoon or something to mix plaster, large sCbnge,plaster(fornp
 
water, measuring cup,acrylic paint, paint bifiushes, buoket, papier
 
clips, non-stick spray(PAM),papertowels, plastiofaoe mold !
 
(size 5"x3")
 
Extras: Beads,Pearls,dried flowers, rhines^ones,feathers,
 
ribbdn-trim, lace,and sequenoes.
 
Motivetion:
 
the teaoher may bring some store-bought maks to show students and
 
give them some ideas. Show projeots that werefinished by students
 
fronn previous years and makea display bo
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Design your mask first on paper using Colored markers or pencils.
 
2) Now you are ready to mix your plaster:;
 
a. Makesure work area is olean and dily
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b. Work in groups of two. 
c. Spray the inside of plaster mold wit1 non-stick spray(PAM) 
and wipe the excess out with paper towel. 
d. Add 1 part water=1/2cup to2parts plaster=1 cup. Plaster 
container muststay dry! 
-First add 1 cup plaster to 1/2cup of water 
-Mix well;get all the lumps out. 
-Pour mixture into mold.(Work as a(team.)Remember'plaster 
will dry fast! 
-Clean bowls in a bucket.(No plastfefdown the sink; it will 
harden in the pipes.) 
3) Waitabout15minutes to put the hook in the back of your{wet 
plaster, using a bent paper clip for the hook. 
4) Before you leave the classroom, make sure to put yourn^me oh 
the back of your drying mask. (Pencil is fine.) 
5) When you come to class the next day. your mask will be ready to 
6) 	You may add extras to your mask sue1 as: beads,dried flowers,
 
feathers,lace, pearls, rhineshtones.glitter.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) Dibuja tu mascara en papel, usando marcadores o lapisesde color.
 
2) Ahora estas listo para mezclar el yeso.
 
a. Asegurate de que tu area de trabajo esta limpia y seca.
 
b. Trabaja en grupos de dos personas.
 
c. Usando"PAM",rocea la parte intericor de tu molde,y con
 
una toallita de papel, limpia el resto.
 
d.(Una medidade agua ados medidasde yeso.)
 
El envase de yeso debe estar seco.
 
-Primero mezcia una taza de yeso con media(1/2)taza de agua.
 
-Revuelvelo bien,de manera que nc0quede aterronado.
 
-Ahora,echa la mezcia en el molde. (Trabaja con tu
 
compafiero/a)
 
-Limpia tu tazon en unade las cubet
 
(No eches nada de la mezcia en el lavamanos porquese
 
endurece y se tapa el drenaje.)
 
3) Espera unos 15 minutes antes de pon(erie un gancho. (Usa un
 
sujetapapeles(paperclip)torcido.
 
4) Antesde salir del salon, no se te olvid^ ponerle tu nombre a tu
 
mascara,en la parte de atras.
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5) Al siguiente dia, puedes pintar tu masDara.
 
6) Puedes usar:Cuentas, Flores secas, ^lumaje, Encaje,Perlas,
 
Diamantes faisos, Cinta/liston, Lentejiielas.
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 Project2-2
 
Sand Cast Candles
 
Key Icjeas;
 
Students will create candlesfrom objects thatarefound in their
 
environment(rocks,flowers,shells, etc.).
 
Time:
 
This art project will probably take students5class hours to
 
complete.
 
Total time=5class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) 	The students will become more familiar with the natural objects
 
in their environment.
 
2) The students will be able to sculpt witfi sand.
 
3) The students will be working in small groups,therefore, building
 
good working relationships.
 
4) The students will understand safety prbcedures when using a hot
 
plate to meltthe wax.
 
:
|
 
Materials:
 
Hot plate,wax(paraffin), old colored crayohs(without the paper),
 
sand, plastic containers,jar lid, natural foutpd objects, wire,stick or
 
pencil,candle wick.
 
Motivation:
 
Have students work in small groups of2or3and collect naturki
 
objects thatcan befound around the school campus,(You may wantto
 
have ascavenger hunt.) After students haviefound their objects, pick
 
outsome ofthe objects and discuss and sfiaresome ofthem with the
 
entire class. Instructors may also choose to display past workifrom
 
other students.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1)	 Place the sand in the container to be used. If a large box|is used,
 
mark the sand in units then each student carve his/her shape in a
 
section/unit.
 
2) Dampen the sand so it will hold its shape.
 
3) Sculpt outthe desired shape. If candk? is to stand,indentjajar
 
lid into the sand to provide a level bottpm.
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 4) 	Partially embed any decorative pieces (found objects)into the
 
sand. The embedded pieces are the([)nes that will show up later,
 
Plan some patterns,textures,and shajipes pressed into the sand to
 
add 	more interest to the finished candl■e./: ; V; 
5) 	Suspend the wick from a piece of wire or pencil across the rim of 
the container so that it touches the bottom of the mold. Let set 
for two hours before removing. 
6) 	To make your own wick,soak a piece of heavy cotton string in a 
solution of 1 cup of warm water, 1 tab espoon of salt and12 
tablespoons of borax powder for2hoprs; or use a string that has 
been dipped in wax 
Teacher Directions and Safetv
 
7) Melt wax in a hot pot or a double boildr and add crayons for color, 
The adultshould be the only one meiting the wax-crayon mixture, 
(Boiling wax may pop and burn human skin, so wear cooking 
mitts). 
8) Pour paraffin into mold cavaties. To achieve multicolored layers, 
pour in various colored layers letting each layer dry. 
9) Let wax cool for2hours. 
10) Remove the candlefrom sand,brush off the excess sancl, or dip 
the outside of candle into heated wax This holds the sand to the 
candle.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures: 
1)	 Hechar la arena en el envase. Si se usa una caja grandb, dejar 
cada estudiante marcar su propia uni<iqad. 
2)	 Mojar la arena hasta que se puede hs.cerformas. 
3)	 Escultar su forma preferida. Si la vela va a estar parada,i prepara 
3 0 4 patas o empujar la tapa de una arra para emparejar un sitio 
piano. 
4)	 Parcialmente se mete las piezas deccirativas en la arena: Las 
partes metidas son las que se van a ver despues, las partes que se 
ven ahora, son las que tendran la cer^ alrededor. Formas 
naturales de madera vieja piedritas opnchas se presentan bien. 
Planear variedades de modelos y dedoraciones para dar mas 
interes a la vela completa. 
5)	 Suspender la mecha de un alambre o de un lapiz de las orillas del 
envase para dejar la mecha tocar el fdndo de la vase. 
6) Para hacer su propia mecha, empap^r una cuerda gruesa de algodon 
en una soluclon de una taza de agua tivia con una cuchara de sal. 
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Project 2-3
 
Paper Mosaic/ Murals
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students will work in groups of5to6 peopie to create a mosaic,
 
Through this project,students will learn the! responsibility of
 
finishing individual tasks to complete the nrlural.
 
This art project may take students at least 15class hours to finish.
 
As students work jh gfoups,they must:
 
a. draw outthe design.
 
b. cut outcolored paper pieces.
 
c. assemble colored pieces.
 
d. glue down each paper piece.
 
These steps will take sometime.
 
Total time=15class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students enhance eye^hand coordination. 
2) up,will learn frorh pneThe students, in each cooperative groi 
another,such as language,culture,and friendship. 
3) The students will increase positive feelings toward one another, 
reducing alienation, loneliness,and pi|oviding afflrnFiativeiyiews 
of other people. 
Materials:
 
Glue,cardboard or paper, pencil and eraser,scissors,and a yariety of
 
paper:
 
-darks& lights(color)
 
-textured(wallpaper)
 
-transparent
 
-opaque
 
-fluorescent
 
-gift wrapping
 
-magazine pages
 
-tissue
 
-foils
 
[Note: Try to stay awayfrom black and white colored paper.]
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Motivation:
 
Teachers may show colored pictures, slidess,or videos of how:mosaics
 
have been made in the past. Somecommunities may have public
 
buildings that have a mosaic motif, which Iends itself to a field;trip.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Plan a light sketch(background)on a arge sheet of white butcher 
paper. (Teachers,rememberthat students will fill blank space 
with small bits of paper,so do not cut he butcher paper too big!) 
2) After all the paper has been selected.sorted,and cut into squares 
of varying size,start placing them on your background paper. 
3) ks and shadow areas.Start pasting and remember lights, da' 
4) 	Give attention to all the qualities of goi:Dd design in composing an
 
arrangement,such as:
 
a. repetition
 
b. harmony
 
c.space
 
d.distribution of color
 
5) Leave a small amountofspace betwe|en the pasted pieces. That is
 
whatgives the effect ofa mosaic.
 
6) Fill in the surface with colored paper ufntil the mosaic is
 
completed.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Planear un dibujo ligero en un trozo dd carton.
 
2) 	La maestra debe asegurarse que haya mostrado a la clase
 
suficientes ideas par animar los estudiantes con variedades de
 
posibilidades. Mosaicos pueden referir a temas historicos o
 
modernos. Que oportunidad masfantptica de estudiar los
 
mosaicos del mundo medieval.
 
3) Despuesde cortar todos los papeles en cuadros,triangulos
 
pequefios y grandesse comiensa pegando/empastando los cuadros.
 
4) 	Se pone atencion atodas las calidadesde buenas decoraciones en
 
preparando un buen arreglo. Esto incluye composiciones ligeras y
 
obsuras, repeticion, harmonia,entre-spacio,distribucion de
 
colores y el buen juicio de aire del estijdiante.
 
5) 	Dejar un poco de sitio entre los pedazosempastados. Esto
 
proyecta la ilusion o efecto del mosaico.
 
6) 	Llenar la superficie con papeles de colpr hasta que se termine el
 
mosaico.
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Project 2-4
 
Papier Mgch^ Monster
 
Key ideas:
 
By working in teams of2people, hopefully pairing students that
 
speak the same language,students will recall past experience to
 
complete this project.
 
Time;
 
This art project may take students 10 class; hours to finish. Since
 
children have done papier mache before (Ifreject 1-8), it will not take
 
them as long.
 
Total time = 10 class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students,when working in teams will develop a partnership, 
2) The students will improve their social ^ kills by working together, 
3) The students will create a monster through their imagination. 
Materials:
 
Poster paint and brushes, masking tape, n(jiwspaper,glue,water,
 
starch,and various cardboard shapes,such as:
 
-boxes(facial, tissue box)
 
-cylinder(paper towel roll)
 
Extras:
 
-beads
 
-feathers
 
-glitter, etc.
 
Motivation:
 
Attached on page 111,teachers will find a\ivorksheet on papier mache
 
thatstudents may use to think aloud and create their monsters.These
 
questions willstimulate ideas about their monsters,thus making this
 
projecta lot offun for learning English throLi*gh a writing exercise.
 
(Translation is the key!)
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Fill but Monster worksheet.
 
2) Think ofsome popular monsters and crjeate one of your own.
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Construction of Monster and papier machfe
 
Cpnstruct an armature(skeleton)for|he body
 
Examples:round shape =; balloon
 
f;hin arms and legs= wire
 
most basic shapes=crump!eid up newspaper
 
square/oblong =cardboard poxes
 
3) Tear newspaper into 1 inch by3inch noteut^i :
 
4) Dip strips into starch mixture ahd usefinger#to remove excess.
 
(See project 1-8for starch mixture.)
 
5) Apply strips to armature,pressing and smoothing into place
 
6) Apply3layers of strips to the entire armature alternate print
 
with cornics to determine number of Isiyers, (Remember to let
 
each layer dry before adding a second or third.)
 
7) Use cardboard shapes to make ears, noses,etc. and cover them 
with newspaper. 
8) Make the last layer(4th) with strips of paper Use thinne d 
white glue instead of starch. 
9) Use colored tissue paperfor color, if cesired. 
10)Use poster paints.(A small brush may be used to add details.)
 
11) When completely dry,spray with clear lacquer
 
12) Add your extras: yarn for hair, buttons for eyes,etc.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Construir un esqueleto para la escultura.
 
Ejemplos:
 
-Moldura redonda- globe
 
-Brazoso piernas delgadas- alambre
 
-Formas basicas- periodics arrugados
 
-Cuadros/rectangulares-cajes de carten
 
2) Romper(no cortar)cintas de periodicL!sr una pulgada pbr 3"
 
pulgadas.
 
3) Meter las cintas de periodico en una mezcla de almidon usandd los
 
dedos para quitar el exceso.
 
4) Aplicar las cintas de periodico al objeto,oprimiendo y
 
emparejandolasen su sitio.
 
5) Aplicar tres tiras de periodico de cintas al objeto entero.
 
(Alternando con cintas de caricatures se adivinan los numerosde
 
6) Se usan figures de carton para hacer orejas, narices etc.
 
Cubrir con cintas de papel.
 
7) Hacer la ultima tivia con cintas de toalla de papel. Aqui s:e u3a
 
pegamiento enflojado con agua en v€zdela mezcta de almidon.
 
8) Usar papel delicado Colorado(ejeniplp-cuando se hace an gatitd
 
anaranjado).
 
9) Aplicar pinturas temperas o de agua(usando un pincel pequeno
 
para agregar detalles).
 
e secorse pinta con dn rocio
 
de varniz claro.
 
Se pega hilos de lino, botones o cintitas de adorno encima del
 
modelo cuando es necessario.
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Name PapierMiche
 
MONSTER-a creature with a ft-ightenlng or bizarre shape or
 
appearance.
 
Questions about your Monster...
 
Where does it live?
 
Whatdoes it eat?
 
How does it eat?_
 
How does it hunt or gather its food?
 
Whattype of characteristics does your mcnster have?
 
Whydoes it need these characteristics?.
 
Whatcolor is it?
 
How long will it live?
 
Does it have anyfears?
 
Tell or explain other information about your monster
 
MONSTRUOS-de Papier M^che
 
Una criatura con una aparencia espantoz^o con unaforma rara.
 
Preguntasde su monstruo......
 
?D6nde vive? '
 
?Quecome?
 
?C6mocome? '
 
?C6mo caza o recoje su comida?
 
?Queclase decar^cteristicas tiene su mohstruo?
 
Porquese hace falta 6stas car^cteristicas?
 
?Dequ6color es?_
 
?Cuanto tiempos vivir^?_
 
?Hay algunascosasque la da miedo?_
 
Contar o explicar cualquier otra informacidn desu monstruo.
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Project 2-5
 
Fold and Dy§
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students will get a taste of Japanese art. his project is a
 
captivating discovery process, because thfe design is unknown until
 
the momentof surprise when the folds are opened.
 
Time:
 
This project may take students only3to 5class hours to finish. It is
 
a very fun, but short project.
 
Total time =5class hours.
 
Objectives:
 
1) The students will begin to work in larger groups. This will 
increase self-esteem not only through increased learning but 
through the feeling of being respected and cared for by the others 
in the group/environment. 
2) The students will understand the use of color in Japanese art. 
Materials:
 
Facial tissue, newspaper, newspaper,rice paper, paper towels.
 
dropper(apply dye colors to wet paper with a dropper),iron, muffin
 
tins or small cans, paints(acrylic)and plas 10 spray,scissors.
 
vegetable coloring or thinned paint.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) After folding,dip a point of the paper irjito a color. The color will
 
soak up slightly into the paper.
 
2) Remove the paper and blotthe excess color out between sheets of
 
newspaper.
 
3) Dip the paper into nextcolor, blot, and continue in this manner.
 
(dip-blot-dip-blot...)
 
4) Be sure to dip both paints and side eddes into various colors.
 
5) Leavesome spots undyed for variation.
 
6) Also, usethe tops ofthe dye bottles or droppers to press point
 
the paper(making sure the color goesthrough all of the paper)for
 
strong color spots.
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7) 	When the color dipping is finished,dr/outthe paper and then irOh
 
flat.(A teacher or adult aide should use the iron.) i
 
8) 	Paper can be spraYed with plastic finii
 
medium (vegetable dyes run), or covered with plastic crystals and
 
baked in the oven.
 
9) Folded and dipped rice paper Can be used to wrap special gifts.
 
10) For variation, try this: Place lots of newpaperon the tabld and a
 
small amountof household bleach In a small pie tin. With a
 
cotton swab,draw with the bleach on some colored tissue or
 
construction paperfor some unique e fects. '
 
Spanish TranslatiQn of Procedures:
 
1) Despuesde doblar el papel, meta la punta del papel en un color. El
 
color se empapara un poco en el pap­
2) Quitar el papel y emborronar(secar)el color que sobra entre
 
hojas de periodico.
 
3) Meter el papel en el prOximo color,emborronar,y continuar en
 
manera.
 
4) 	Asegurarse de meter las dos puntas >(1dos orillas de los lados del
 
papel en varies colores.
 
5) 	Dejar algunossectores del papel secos para mostrar variedades
 
de estilos.
 
6)	 Tambien se usan las bocasde las botjfellas de color,0las goteras
 
para prensar puntas en el papel,(asegurandose que el calor se
 
pasa per el papel total) para tener ma*richasfuertes de color,
 
7) 	Cuandose termina el procedimiento C(e meter el papel en los
 
colores,sacar el papel y plancharlo lis<0. ,1
 
8) 	Se puede hechar un rocio de plastico al papel y cubrirlo con
 
crystales de plastico y meterlo al orno. Trocitos,de cuatro per
 
cuatro pulgadas,se pueden usar com: joyeria decorativa para
 
colgar en el arbol de navidad. ;
 
9) 	Papel de arroz,doblado y Colorado,se puede usar para enforar
 
regalos especiales. Los papeles decorados son tesoros para
 
repartir, mostrar y mantener per slempre entre familia y
 
amistades. Tambien se puede usarloscomo tarjetas de saludos;
 
cubiertos para cajas,cartones,latas, enforar libros cuadernos,
 
marca libros y cubriertos para programasdefunciones.
 
10) Para variedad,intenta esto; poner montonesde periodicois eh la
 
mesay un poquito de cloro en una vandeja pequefia. Ccn un palito
 
de algodon, hacer dibujos en papel coorado para unos efectos
 
unicos. ,
 
SECTION THREE:
 
THE COMMUNITY
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 Section 3Timeline
 
The Community
 
Ol . ■ 
Sun Prints Tissue Paper, Flying A Kite.
 
Landscape
 
Each Section = 1 Week
 
Third Quarter
 
Projects 3-1
 
Sun Prints
 
Key Ideas:
 
Creating sun prints offers an experience ofthe same type asI making a
 
photogram, butdoes not require the use ofa dark room. It is an
 
excellent way to introduce students to the printing process and the
 
basic positive-negative concept.
 
Time:
 
This isafun,quick and easy project. Tot^l class time will be i7 to8
 
class hours.
 
Total time =8class hours.
 
Obiectives: 
1) The students will understand the conceptof negative and postive 
. . space. ' ■ 
2) The students will be introduced to photography and understand the 
process in developing film. 
3) 	The students will be able to distinguis'1 between darks, lights and
 
shadowsas well asshapes of objects and the patterns they
 
imprint.
 
Materials:
 
Kodak's studio proof F paper(a 100sheet box of5x7inch paper),
 
sunlight or other ultraviolet light. Fixer-mix according to the ;
 
directions(about 1/2gallon for a class of30students),tray,tongs.
 
bucket and water hose,wash basin,scisscrs, acetate paper,india ink
 
and pens,tempra paint(water based),and found objects: weeds,yarn.
 
string, plastic toys,flowers,leaves,etc.
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers maychoose to show examples of students'past work or
 
show picturesfrom an art history book. Thi,
 
a video such as, Ansel Adams:Photographer produced bv Pacific Arts
 
Video, 1981.
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Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Have students go on a nature walk {good opportunity for a field 
trip) and bring in objects with unusual silhouettes. 'i 
2) First, practice placing objects in an interesting design on!a 
be used but will developregular paper. The studio paper can 
slightly in the classroom light. Then place the objectson paper 
once design is established. 
3) 	Carry the paper outside carefully and expose it to sunlight. The
 
image will darken in relation to the amount of time the paper is
 
exposed to the sunlight. Letthe papef develop into a dark color.
 
4) 	Bring the exposed paper back inside quickly.
 
5) 	Place the exposed paper in a fix bath tray for about5 minutes to
 
make the print permanent. Paper will turn asienna brown color
 
after this process.
 
6) After fixing,take the print and place it in a wash in runnliig
 
water(sink)for about10 minutes.
 
7) Remove and place the print on paper|towels(make sure image is
 
facing up)and let it dry(30 minutes).
 
8) 	Moving the objects during their exposure to the sunlight
 
create overlapping images. Cutshapesfrom opaque papersfor
 
silhouettes. Drawing designs in India ink on clear acetate sheets
 
and then placing the sheets over the paper to expose them to the
 
sun addsfurther interest. Add color(t mpra)to make a collage
 
look.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Pedir a los estudiantes que se vayan en un paseo de naturaleza y
 
regresar con variedades de objectos con siluetas distintas.
 
2) 	Practicar poniendo los objectos en unsiforma interesante encima
 
de papel normal primero. El papel del estudio se puede usar perc
 
se desarolla un poco en la luz del salbii declase. Luego se
 
colocan los objectos o dibujos cortados encima del papel de
 
estudio.
 
3) 	Cuidadosamente se Neva el papel con OS objectos afuera|a|sol:
 
Las imagenesse obscurezan segun el tiempo quese def^
 
al sol. Esta parte del procedimiento es divertido. En cuarito se
 
desorolla el papel como magia.se pone^ morado en color. Dejar el
 
papel desarrollar en un color obscuro.
 
4) 	Devolver el papel desarrollado adentro rapidamente.
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5) 	Poner el paper desarrollado a! bano quimico de fotografos por5
 
minutos para fijar las impresiones. Esto es divertido observando
 
el papel camblandose a un color dor^ido cafe obscure,
 
6) 	Despuesde fijar el papel, hay que meterlo en una bandeja con agua
 
corriendo encima por 10 minutos. (Sj'e puede usar una manguera
 
con un cubo afuera).
 
7) 	Quitar la impresion del agua y poneria encima de toalla.? de papel
 
con la imagen para arriba y dejaria secar por 30 minutos.
 
8) 	Los resultados se realizan pronto y son fasinados. Moviendo los
 
objectos encima del papel, mientras^ta afuera desarrollandose,
 
resultara en multi imagenesde pape opaco mate para siluetas.
 
Dibujar decoraciones con tinta India permanente)encima de
 
hojas de plastico y luego poner las hojas encima del papel para
 
mostrarlas al sol aumenta mas intere Escribir mensajes
 
secretos,dibujos, nombres linias conhplejas encima de las hojas
 
de plastico.
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Project 3-2
 
Tissue Paper Landscape
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students will become more familiar with their climate and
 
environmentthrough creating a tissue pa||per landscape.
 
Time:
 
If students work on this project individual y, it will take students8
 
to 10 class hours to finish. When studen s work together on a larger
 
landscape, like a mural,the project will take 15class hours to
 
complete.
 
Total time = 15 class hours.
 
Objgctiygs;
 
1) 	The students will understand contrasjt of darks, brights,and dull
 
colors.
 
2) 	The students will, through cooperativle learning, increase their
 
self-esteem not only through increased learning but also through
 
the feeling of being respected and cqred for by the others in the
 
environment.
 
Materials:
 
Construction paper,colored tissue paper,white glue or rubber
 
cement,white poster board,or butcher paper for mural, black
 
markers, pencil and eraser.
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers maychoose to show photograpf]is or colored slides ofsome
 
beautiful landscape scenes of their commijinity. Having students take
 
their own pictures may make the art project more personal.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Draw orsketch out an outline ofa city or the countryside on
 
white poster board or butcher paper(for a mural).
 
2) 	Start filling in outline with torn bits of colored paper and glue
 
them in place, Overlap,curmple,or even twistthe tissue paper to
 
give it an interesting look.
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3) 	Add pieces of dark(blue,brown,black or purple)construction
 
paper to parts of the design to make a strong contrast with the
 
bright tissue paper. When the glue is dry, more contrasts may be
 
added by drawing on top of the tissue paper with black marker.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Llenar una hoja de papel con una cokaje(mosaico)de una ciudad o
 
del campo. Hacerlo de tejido de papEel de colores. Pegarlos en su
 
sitio.
 
2) 	Empaparcon mucho pegamiento. C'uzar tejidos en diferentes
 
direcciones. Intentar arrugando los tejidos antes de pagarlos.
 
Intentar varias maneras posibles para hacerlo mirar mas
 
interesante. Si no le gusta una parte se puede correjir hechando
 
un hoja de papel blanca sobre el error empezando de nuevo.
 
3) 	Aumentar piezas de papel grueso obscuro a partes del modelo para
 
hacer un fuerte contraste de colores con tejidos de papel
 
brillantes. Cuando se seca el pegam ento,se puede hacer mas
 
contrastes dibujando encima del colaje con tinta antiagua.
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Project 3-3
 
FIvina Kites
 
Key Ideas:
 
Students,as an entire class, will construc|t kites of many different
 
shapes and sizes. Once the kites are completed,the students will
 
have the opportunity to fly them to show the usefulness and fun of
 
their creation!
 
Time:
 
Construction of the kites may take students10 to 12class hours to
 
finish. As students work asteams,they will have the chance to enjoy
 
the outdoors and fly their kites. Allowing 3class hours for kite
 
flying gives all students a chance to particpate in this activity.^
 
Total time=15class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students will better understand each other because they will 
be working and interacting with each other as a class, 
2) The students will communicate with one another and enhance 
their English skills. 
Materials:
 
Lightweight sticks, string, glue, butcher paber, plastic sheeting
 
(garbage bags),cloth scraps,carpet warp,designs for kites(painton
 
or applique),crayons,felt-tip pens,tempera paints.
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers may choose to show some kites and discussthe history
 
behind the creation of kites.
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About kites
 
A part of kite history is the fact that a gigantic kite flew acamera over the
 
earthquake that devastated San Francisco back in 1906. in this way,it was possible to get
 
aerial photgraphs of the city. Kite flying is an ancient art that wasstarted centuries ago
 
in East Asia. Legends teil us of warriors who used kites in clever ways to outwit their
 
enemies. Bits of paper and cloth have long been used for aerial toys in folk tales and in
 
celebrations in many cultures,including those of the English,Chinese,Indians and
 
Japanese. In the Bayeux Tapestry,a kite flies above the foot soldiers of William the
 
Conqueror. Benjamin Franklin is said to haveflown a kite in an electrical storm;
 
Guglielmo Marconi,Alexander Graham Bell,Sir Isaac Newton,and the Wright brothers all
 
experimented with kites. Kites have been used for recording temperatures,wind
 
velocities,and humidities at altitudes of up to 24,000feet. Kites were used to carry the
 
first line of a suspension bridge across Niagara's gorge,and they have carried observers
 
into the air and even pulled carriages. A popular hobby today is the soaring kite called the
 
hang glider. People attach themselves to kites and fly with the wind from.one point to
 
another. Kite shops now sell bright,colorful, kites imported form ail over the world.
 
Imported kites include the eleven-disc centipede k te that is7feet long(and can be made
 
longer) with one hundred legs,and the 19-foot Ind an dragon kite. Kite meets have been
 
springing up all over the country. They give kite enthusiasts a chance to show the air
 
worthiness of their latest creations. The object is to design kites to see which will attain
 
the greatest altitude, longest flight, and quickest climb.
 
In orderfor a kite to fly, it must be balanced properly;therefore,trial and error
 
are applied to balancing the unit, if the balance is lot correct,differences must be
 
checked in the rigidity,the paper or fabric tension, he amountof the bow,and the length
 
of the bridle line (it may need shortening,lengthening,or shifting),one must always
 
check for tears in a kite. Lengthening the tails helps to adjust a weight distribution
 
it is estimated that over80 million kites will fly this year. Dinesh Bahadur,a
 
proprietor of kite stores,says,"Thatfeeling of cont ictfrom the kite through the fingers
 
to the heart is what gives kite flying its beauty and \alue. 1 have had the feeling that kites
 
are always lifting me up."
 
Crafts for the Classroom,bv Earl and Marlene Linderman,1977, p.122. ISBN#
 
0-02-370780-1 Published by Macmillan Publishing Co.,Inc. New York.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students
 
PrpgffljgrQg:
 
1) Each student needs two lightweight stibks:a 36-inch stick and
 
30-inch stick. The studentscan work in pairs to tie the sticks.
 
2) First, measure7inchesfrom one end of the long stick and mark it
 
with a pencil. Also make a mark 15inchesfrom the end of the
 
short stick. Lay the short stiok across tfie long stiok matohing
 
the penoil marks.
 
3) One studentoan hold the stioks while the second ties the string
 
firmly at the interseotion of the stioks. Use a baok-and-forth
 
direotion. If the sticks are still wobbly,^pply some glue at the
 
intersection.
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4) 	With the carpet warp,wrap the end of each stick severaljtimes
 
and move along the outside,going frDm stick to stick. Be sure the
 
carpet warp is taut because the upper cover is later pasted over
 
it. ,
 
5) 	Lay the kite frame on top of the heavy paper plastic or cloth. Draw
 
around the frame;leave a 1 1/2-inch margin all around.
 
6) 	Cut outthe shape and draw and paint on designs. Let itdry.
 
7) 	Place the side with the design face down on the floor. Center the
 
wood frame over the paper. Make 1/2-inch cuts in the paper
 
where the four stick ends will be. Then bend the 1 1/2-inch
 
margin over and around the string and glue the paper dpwn. Let it
 
dry.
 
8) 	For stability a tail must be added. The tail length will depend on
 
the wind, but it should be at least8fpet long;tie cloth scraps
 
together at intervals to strong string.
 
9) 	To bridle the kite, tie a string from onfe end of the long stick to
 
the other end;leave enough slack so that the string stands out5
 
inchesfrom the frame at midsection. Tie the short sticks in the
 
same way. Tie the flying string at the intersection. Adjust the
 
bridle string during flight. Add or ove
rem: pieces ofthe tjiil as
 
the wind demands. Experiment and ([lesign your own kite. Have a
 
school "fly in" contest.
 
Spanish translation of procedures:
 
1)	 Cada estudiante le hace falta dos pal tos ligeros: un palo de 36"
 
pulgadas y otro de30"pulgadas. Lo^ estudiantes pueden trabajar
 
en parejas para enlazar los palos.
 
2)	 Primero hay que medir 7" pulgadas dfe un lado del palo largo y
 
marcarlo con un lapiz. Tambien hay(^ue hacer una marca 15"
 
pulgadas del lado del palo corto. Colocar el palo corto encima del
 
palo largo emparejando las dos marcas de lapiz.
 
3)	 Un estudiante se puede mantener los palos, mientras el ptro
 
enlace lascuerdas en la cruceta de los palos y usando una direcion
 
delante y detras embrocha los do palos. Si estan flojos los
 
palos,se hecha un poco de pegamiepto en la junta
 
4)	 Usando la herramineta de alformbrasse envuelve el puento de
 
cada palo muchas veces yse mueve de un palo al otro varias
 
veces. Se mantiene la tela arrana firn[ie para luego empagar el
 
papel encima.
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 5)	 Colocar el esqueleto de la cometa er)cima del papel o plastico.
 
Dibujar alrededor del esqueleto y dejar un margin de una pulgada
 
porcadalado.
 
6)	 Cortar la imagen y pintarlao dibujar decoraciones y dejaria secar.
 
7)	 Poner el papel boca bajo(con los dibujos abajo)en la rtiesa el
 
suelo. Centradamente colocar el esdueleto encima del papel.
 
Hacer cortaduras de 1/2" pulgada donde los cuatro palos estaran
 
(los termlnales). Luego doblar el ma'gin de la media pujgada
 
encima de la terarana pegaria,con pegamiento y dejar las orrillas
 
secar.
 j
 
8) Para establecer la cometa en vuelo, lay que agregar uni cola. El
 
tamano de la cola depende en la velcj)cidad del viento. Per lo
 
menos,debe ser8 pies de largo, Hdy que atar las garras en
 
i •
intervales a una cuerda fuerte.
 
9)	 Para embridar la cometa,atar una cuerda desde un punb del pale
 
largo al otro y dejaria bastante suelta para tener, per los I menos,
 
5" pulgadas de separacion en el centr0de la cometa. Atar o
 
enlazar los pales cortos de las misma manera. Atar la cuerda de
 
vuelo en la cruceta de las doscuerdas. Ajustar la cuerda de
 
embridar la someta durante el vuelo. Quitar o agregar trpzos de la
 
cola cuando hace falta.
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SECTION FOUR:
 
PRESENTATION AND CELEBRATION
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Section4 Timeline
 
Presentation and Celebration
 
ro
 
Oi
 
bdibie Scultpure Marionettes ,Stage for^
 Linoleum
 
(Bread)
 Marionettes Getting Ready For ArtShow!
 
Each Section = 1 Week
 
Fourth Quarter
 
Project 4-1
 
Edible SculplureIbreadV
 
Key Ideas:
 
This project enables studentsto create a sculpture out of brdad
 
dough,bake it, and celebrate by having £ classroom party. !
 
Time:
 
Students wilI take at least4class hours td mix,create,and bake
 
their bread sculptures. Provide one class hourfor students to eat
 
their bread designs and have fun I
 
Total time=5class hours.
 
Qt^ectives:
 
1) Students will enjoy learning how to crjeate a eculpture out of
 
bread dough as well aS learn how to bake.
 
2) A classroom activity like this will stimulatecommunication and
 
the making offriends.
 
3) Students will be able to celebrate their successthrough4
 
classroom party.
 
Materials:
 
Large cookiesheet,a large mixing bowlfor mixing ingredients',spoon,
 
aluminum foil, 1 package active dry yeast,2cups warm water,3
 
tablespoons honey or sugar,1/4cup dil,2teaspoons salt,and7cups
 
flour. Optional:food coloring to add some color to bread dough,and
 
nuts, raisins, or cahdy decoratiohs.
 
Motivation:
 
The teacher maychoose to photos o|f decorated cakes(different
 
molds)or even invite a bakerfrom the corr munity to give a '
 
demonstration.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures: • ;
 
1) Dissolve the sugar in warm water. Dissolve the yeast in the
 
warm sugar water mixture for approximately5 minutes.
 
2) Add the salt, oil and flour a little at a time until the dough dan be
 
worked. If the consistency is too sticky, add more flour,
 
3) Knead the dough until it is workable an<d begin to sculptforms.
 
4) Build forms on aluminum foil on a laijge cookie tray. Bupd the
 
sculpture horizontially, not vertically. 
5) Cut outshapes or build forms into sl^bs,coils, and balls;of 
doughs. 
6) Decorate with nuts, raisins,candy or color with food coloring. 
7) Letthe dough rise for 10 to 20 minutes in a warm place 
8) Moisten the parts to bejoined with a small amount of water. Join 
the parts after the dough has risen. 
9) If you wish, brush the surface with a Deaten egg white, It will 
give the baked sculpture a shiny surffeace. 
10) Bake at a temperature of 350 F.degrees for 20to 30 minutes,or
 
until the dough is lightly browned.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Disolver azucar en agua tivia.
 
Disolver levadura en la misma agua Ijivia con el azucar por
 
aproximadamente5 minutes.
 
2) 	Agregar la sal, aceite y harina poco a poco hasta que sejpuede
 
trabajar la mazacon las manos. Si Iqi maza esta pegajosa,se
 
hecha mas harina.
 
3) Amasar la maza hasta que se pone blanda y empezaraformar las
 
esculturas.
 
4) 	Construir los modelosencima de una tabia enforada de papel de
 
alumino. Construir las formas horizontalmente no verticalmente.
 
5) Cortar oformar mOdelos o imagenes con tortas, bolas o rnuelles.
 
6) Decorarcon nueces,caralmelos,dulqes y pazas
 
7) Dejar la maza elevarse por 20 minutes.
 
8) Mojar las partes que van hacerjuntascon un poquito de agua.
 
Reunir lasjuntas despues de que se eleva la maza
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 Project4-2
 
Mariohisttes
 
Stage and howcase
 
Key Ideas: 
This project will promote interaction the entire cla^s. 
class will work asateam, notonly on marionettes, buton the 
skits, and stage area. 
Construction of the marionettes will take studente 12to 15ciess
 
hours. If the instructor decides to have students create a skit and
 
build a stage, it may take the $tudents an additional lO class ihours.
 
Total time = 15class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students will build confidence atworking in small grcjups.
 
2) The students will gain confidence woqking together and will
 
I successfully create skits and showcae for their marionettes.
 
Materials:
 
Popsicle sticks or tongue depressors,strirg,socks, paper,giee,felt.
 
felt tip pens,needle and thread, blocks of Wood,Clothi dbiI clothes
 
and shoes, marbles, yarn,stapler,and sciissors.
 
Motivation:
 
Teachers mayshow a video of Mr. Roger's Neighborhood-

Street. or The Muooets'Show to show students how puppets and
 
marionettes work,as well as how astage area looks.
 
instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures:
 
1) Cutthe heel out ofa sock. Sew closed.
 
2) Tie one end ofthe sock closed and stuff it with cloth for the head.
 
3) ; Tie the sock off and stuff the body.
 
4) ' Slit anothersock up the middle for legs and sew up the sides. Cut
 
arms in the same manner.
 
5) I Place a marble or pebble in the top of each leg for ajoint and tie
 
the marble off above and below.
 
6) Stuff each leg with paper to the knee and put another marble in
 
each leg to form a knee joint.
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7) Stuff the legs to the feet. Stuff and t|ie the arms alsp.
 
8) Sew doll shoes onto the feet. Sew rms and legs to the body.
 
9) Attach strings to those joints you warIt to move. Knees,wrists,
 
and head are the common joints. Heavier cord is best as it will
 
as
 
10) Attach the strings to wooden popsicle sticks and staple the cross
 
sticks to the main stick. (Normally,two wrist strings arei
 
attached to one stick. Two knee strings go on another Stick; this
 
is optional. And the head string and bottom strihg go oh:the rnaiin
 
11) Moving a marionette takes lots of practice, but the puppetis very
 
flexible and can be made to dance and dostunt movements.
 
12) Bodiesfor marionettes Can eisp be riiade from cardboarcl, plastic,
 
! or thread spools that are attached wi:h thin,shortleather Strips,
 
: string, or pipe cleaners.
 
Another popular marionette is made out of stuffed paper bags
 
The bags are joined loosely with strings and their mbvements are
 
controlled from above. The puppets'faces and bodies can then be
 
painted,decorated and clothed.
 
Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) Cortar el talon de un calcetin. Coserli0cerrado.
 
2) Embrochar un extremo del calcetfn cerrado y rellenarlo con garras
 
: 0trozos de ropa para la cabeza del titere.
 
3) Embrochar el calcetfn en el otro extremo despues de rellanar el
 
cuerpo.
 
4); Cortar otro calcetfn on mitad y coserlos lados para las piernas.
 
Cortar y preparar los brazos de la misma manera.
 
5) Poner unacanfca o piedra pequefia en la parte superior de cada
 
pierna para la bisagra Guntura) y embrochar la canica por arriba y
 
I por debajo para aseguraria en su sitic.
 
6) Rellenar cada pierna con papel hasta la rodilia, y poner dtra
 
canica en cada pierna para formar la jisagade la rodilia.
 
7) Rellenar cada pierna hasta los pies, Rellenar y embrochar los
 
brazos tambien.
 
8) Cocerzapatos de mufieca en los pies, Cocer los brazos y piernas
 
al cuerpo.
 
9) Enlazar cuerdasa las bisagras que van a controlar. Las rodillas,
 
i las munecas y la cabeza son las bisagras comunesde moviemento.
 
cuerdasgruezas son preferidas porque no se entuerzan tan facil
 
I como hilo fino.
 
  
10) Enlazar segurarlas cueixlasalos palitos de heldos^^y
 
palito da Grueeta al palo principal. (Normalmentedoscyerdasde
 
munecase pen cuarclas de rodillase coloca eri
 
otro palo, dpqional;la cuerda de lacabezay el pGsterio|fse
 
coloca en el palo principal. |
 
11) Moviendo un titere hace falta m^u practica. Pero el titere es
 
: muy flexibie y se lo puede hacer bailary chistosadas. I
 
12) 	Tambien se pLfede hacercuerpos para Ipstiteres de cadon
 
plastico Q carretes de hilo ique se Co ocail con cuerdasd© cuero b
 
linnpiadoras de pipas defumar;
 
13) Otro titere popularse hace con iDOlsds de papel rellenadas. Las
 
bolsas estan juntadas ligeramente y Jos movimientossd controlan
 
1: por arriba. Ysuscaras,cuerpos pu^den ser pintados decorados y
 
■ iC' 	 vestidos. 
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 Project4-3
 
Linoleunffli Block
 
Key Ideas:
 
This project is a very importantone because students will us:e this
 
project to promote the end of the year student artshow. Other uses
 
ofthe linoleum block project are,a small newspaper or booki
 
illjjstration, posters,and holiday cards.
 
Time: -O;
 
If the teacher decides to Incorporate the sltudentshow in his or her
 
curriculum,the instructor should plan and
 
whatthey wilt be designing and what infotmatipn will be available
 
for the show. This project will take studerjits 15class hours tp carve
 
and printthe linoleum blocks. ;
 
Total time = 15class hours.
 
Obiectives:
 
1) The students will understand how newspapers and book
 
I illustrations are done and printed. | 
2) The students will create all of the information and , 
advertisements for their artshow. 1 
3) The students willcommunicate and interact with the publiic and
 
enhance knowledge of their community. ;
 
Materials:
 
Brayer,water soluble or permanent inks, knife (for trimming edges),
 
linoleum blocks or vinyl floor tile, paint anc brushes, paper or
 
cardboard,U and V shaped gauges of varous sizes(both arp carving
 
tools), glass surface for printing, and a wooden spoon.
 
Motivation:
 
To prepare studentsfor this project,the teacher mayshow exiamples
 
of past students'work or picturesfrom an art history book. The
 
teacher should selectstudents that will be responsible for promoting
 
the end ofthe year artshow. Students will need to make:
 
a. Posters
 
b. Invitations
 
c. I Thank you Notes
 
d. Namecards
 
e. : Place matsand Table Decorations(for the refreshment table)
 
  
 
 
 
 
f.j Decorations(for the art exhibit)
 
g;. Advertisement and Illustrations
 
Tjhis should help create excitement 101"the last celebration ofthe
 
year,which is the student artshow,a display of the students'
 
achievementsfrom the entire year.
 
Instructions To Be Read To Students:
 
Procedures: ^
 
1) Plan the design carbfully, after studying several fin examples of
 
: linoleum block printing and making several sketches. Consider the
 
i placement of the darks and lights, positive and negative shapes,
 
and the textures.
 
2) Various tools create various tool marks and unusual effects:
 
therein lies the excitement of this type of print making. |
 
(Experimenting first with tools or linoleum scraps helps inform
 
students abouttobl-mark possibitities;.) Some marks ard notseen
 
until the first print. Then they may b€!cutfurther or otherwise
 
altered. Use battleship linoleum if it is available, but vinyl floor
 
tiles can also be used. I
 
3)	 Darken the linoleum block with ink or tempera or acrylic paint.
 
When the block is cut into,the cutting marks will be visible as
 
white areas. In this way,the design can be seen as you progress.
 
4) 	If any lettering is planned in the design,remember to cutthe
 
■ block in reverse. To check lettering, hold the block up to a mirror. 
; The design can also be checked by making a rubbing over the 
surface with a pencil and paper. 	 i
 
5) Cutaway all the unwanted areas. If the linoleum is difficult to
 
I cut,warm it a little to allow for easier cutting;leave it out in
 
I the sun; place it near a radiator; or place in a 300degrep F.oven
 
for about 10 minutes,with the oven dcor open slightly. When the
 
linoleum is just abouttoo hotto hold, it will cut very easily.
 
6)^ 	 Keep the hand thatis notholding a cutting toolawavfrom the
 
cutting hand.
 
7)	 Ink the linoleum with a brayer, using water-soluble or permanent
 
ink. Distribute the ink evenly and print as directed for reljef
 
8) Ink the linoleum again for more prints.
 
9) : Acrylic paints can be substituted for irks; use thickly.
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Spanish Translation of Procedures:
 
1) 	Cuidadpsamente planear el dibujo despij^sd0estudiaii ejemplos
 
de impresiones de linoleo en bicque y haciendo varios dibujos:'
 
Hay que considerar donde colocar bsobscuros con lodclaros,
 
imagenes positivas y negativas con sus texturas.
 
2) 	Una variedad de herraniientas da uria variedad de maibasyefedtps
 
raros en estp de aquellp,se encuen lra exitadamente IP? estllos de
 
hacer impresiones de linoleo. (Experimentar primero con trozos
 
de linoleo y herramientas para dominar el estilo preferido ayudara
 
el estudiante en este procedirnento). Algunas marcas no se notan
 
hasta la primera impresiPn. Luego se puede adivinar como se
 
cortan o cambian las letras para prplundidad o estilo. Lisa
 
linoleo naval o linoleo del suelo. |
 
3) 	Obscurar el bloque de linoleo con tinta, o pintura acrylicia o
 
tempra. Cuando se corta el bloque en medio las lineas de la
 
corteza se ven como sitios blancos. En esta manerase|puede ver
 
la formaciPn del dibujo encuanto se(jontinua cortando.|
 
4) 	Si se planea usar letras en el dibujo 'ecuerda cortar el bloque al
 
revez. Para verificar las letras sube el bloque a un espejo. El
 
dibujo,tambien,se puede verificar flotando el superficie con un
 
lapiz encima de un papel. I
 
5) 	Cortar todas las orillas que no se ussin. Si es dificil cortar el
 
linoleo,calientalo un poco al sol,en un homo a300grades F.con
 
la puerta abierta encimade algun radiador. Cuando el linoleo se
 
pone blando para cortar,se siente csisi demasiado caliente para
 
tocar con las manos. !
 
6) 	Mantener la mano que no se usa para cortarfuera de la zona de
 
corteza.
 
7) 	Pintar el linoleo con el moledor de tinta usando tinta perTianente
 
tinta de agua disolvente. Destribuir la tinta igualmente y
 
impresionar como dirijido para impresiones de relevo.
 
8) 	Repintar el linoleo con tinta para mas impresiones.
 
9) 	Se puede sustituyar pinturas acrylicas para tinta, perosq aplica
 
gruesamente.
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Project 4-4
 
Student Art Show:
 
The End ot the Year
 
Celebration
 
Key Ideas:
 
Through this project or artshow,student ,^ parents,friends,teachers,
 
administrators,community leaders and the greater public will be able
 
to share in the celebration of learning and creating.
 
Time;
 
This project begins as soon as the students walk into the art
 
classroom the first day of school. The teachers should,to the best of
 
their ability, begin to encourage students about thinking of ideasfor
 
the end of the year artshow. Instructors should also start storing
 
projects that students have made,because atthe end of the year,
 
(from my own experience) it is hard to gel;them back for the show.
 
Totalclass time hours will rangefrom 5to 10. Plan on one week(5
 
days)for set up. Theshow should last3 :o 4daysso that everyone
 
can attend.
 
Total time = 10 class hours.
 
1) The students will gain knowledge abouttheir community through 
interaction and participation in the art show. 
2) The public will appreciate and enjoy whatstudents have ^ 
accomplished. 
3) Faculty and staff members of the schjDol and school distriict will
 
recognize the hard work and efforts displayed by the artshow,
 
4) Teachers will feel proud of their studernts and realize thatthey
 
(teachers)played an important part in these childrens'livbs.
 
Materials:
 
Selected student work
 
A place to have the show
 
And,a lot of organization
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Motivatioh and Procedures:
 
Since this is the last activity thatthe stucients^ w^^^^
 
inyciyod in, the teacher should try to rnake this a positive arid
 
menriorable event: Organization isthek<3y to asuccessful ^rtshow.
 
Having studentsfee responsible for the nianytasks that are involved in
 
presenting an artshow takes many hours of planning. Some of the
 
jobs thatstudents will have are:
 
1. Selecting dates and times for the i
 
2. Selecting suitable location.
 
3. Selecting and critiquing projects.
 
4. Setting up display.
 
5. Sending out invitations.
 
6. Advertising the show.
 
7. Labeling projects.
 
8. Organizing entertainment.(Ask the school jazz band to perform.)
 
9. Decorating.
 
10. Organizing refreshments.
 
1j. Cleaning up.
 
12. Giving awards(optional).
 
13. Sending outthank you notes.
 
14. Greeting or welcoming committee.
 
Teachers may have additionaljobs ortasks thatthey wouldj|ike
 
students to fulfill, but this list may be helpful in planning a
 
successful artshow.
 
Good Luck!
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APPENDIX B
 
Moreno Valley Unified School Distrct ESL Framework
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There is no curriculum or suppor: materials for the prehliterate
 
or the FES LHP Student. FES LB? students are mainstireamed
 
and have a high failure rate. They receive no ser%fices or
 
support. There are ho core works in Spanish n|pr any
 
"comparable"worksin Li. j
 
Some students are acquiring English through Content
 
instruction. Some Sheltered English teachers speak more
 
slowly, write major concepts/vocabulary on board/ include
 
vocabulary tests, connect studem: prior knowledge toi lesSon/
 
provide lesson handouts and outlines,use more repetition,and
 
give amplestudentfeedback.
 
A few teachers use "comprehensHjle input.' A few sheltered-

trained teachers plan lessOiu that begin vyith^ s s prior
 
knowledge and vocabulary,use visuals and student generated
 
handson activities illustrating quotes,concepts,and/or literary
 
themes,integrate film and video,supplement texts at student's
 
reading level, use primary langua|ge texts, graphic orgainizers,
 
role playing,and/or reader's theati
 
Instruction in a very few basic p intent classes (health, basic
 
science) provides opportunitie for students to develop
 
listening,speaking,reading,writ! ig,and thinking skills|in the
 
languageofsome subjectsin the Si il's curriculum. Sheltered
 
teachersinthe^
 
speaking, reading,and writing ley read to students who
 
follow along, they practice the e(tensive use of cooperative
 
learning, paired reading, role playing, journals, |idirect
 
instructionin basic writingformat, read-arovmd groups,imd/or
 
peer editing. The sheltered worl history/cultures class also
 
accomplishesdusgoal
 
Theaboveinstructional techniques are usedinsomeofthe core
 
subjects wheresheltered classesexistaiui the teachers havje been
 
trained: sheltered world history,Slieltered English I,n,^rtd HI.
 
Ill addition,four teachers,each wim only three hours training,
 
(one life science, one health science. Art I, and Madii) are
 
attempting sheltered sections. TheWtruction is mw^^^
 
when aU the students in a classl are in heed of sheltered
 
instruction.
 
Instruction is rarely devefopmental. Students are placied in
 
sheltered classes according to their^adelevels and scheduling
 
[MVUSD-ESL Framework,p. 177.]
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APPENDIXC
 
The Sheltered Classroom:Tips For Implementation
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The Sheltered Classroom
 
Tips FOR Implemenwion
 
Simplify the OutPUT
 
slower speech rate
 
clear enunciation
 
ccntrciled vocabulary
 
controlled seritence length
 
use of cdgnates
 
lirnited use of idiorris
 
Check Frequently for
 
Understanding
 
confirmation checks
 
cpmprehension checks
 
clarification requests
 
repetitions
 
expansions
 
variety of question types
 
Jennifer W.Harris
 
F>0/Bcxi;5a
 
Redwood Valley. CA 95470
 
Use CoNTEXTifAiJ Clues
 
• gestures
 
• facial expressions
 
• act out meaning
 
• props
 
• graphs
 
• visuals
 
• realia.
 
• overheads
 
• maps
 
• manipulatives
 
Design Appropr ATE Lessons
 
• appropriate to nglish fluency
 
• listening and speaking activi
 
ties precede reading and writ
 
ing activities
 
• reading assignments include
 
pre-reading,during readingv
 
post-reading acivities
 
• writing activitiesipreceded by
 
pre-writlng
 
• vocabulary emphasis
 
• cooperative activities and
 
grouping ^
 
• topical rather than grammati
 
cal emphasis ,
 
V hands-on activitilBS
 
• use of various mpdalities
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APPENDIX D
 
California Framework-Visual and Performing Arts
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VISUAL/PER]rORMlNG ARTS
 
The Visual and Performing Arts cur:riculum enables all students to acquire
 
knowledge, develop skills, expand thei^ creative potential, study the arts and to
 
realize and value the role that arts play i human expression and experience.
 
Instructions in the Arts is an indispensa ble part of every stu^^t's education and
 
seems to enhance lifelong involvement in and appreciation of the arts. Students
 
recognize the arts as an essential pa:rt of the curriculum jand an important
 
component in the evolvement
 
of their lives.
 
The Arts curriculum includes dance, drama/theater. Visual Arts and Music. They
 
are planned to address the broad range of developmentail level, individual
 
differences, talents and interests of students and prdyide balance and
 
involvement to the total program, ijhe development of dnique intellectual.
 
physical, social and emotional responses through both vei}bal and nonverbal
 
communicatiorvs are reflected in the curriculum. These curricula reflect the unique
 
characteristics of each of the arts, and they integrate and interrelate the Arts with
 
each other and with the core curriculunn as appropriate^ Students are taught the
 
content and techniques that make each of the arts vmique and leam to see the
 
characteristics that the Arts hold in cpmmon. Aesthetic perception, creative
 
expression, historical and cultural heritage, and aesthetic valuing are fundamental
 
components upon which all instruction in the Arts is based.
 
Apply this criterion equally to all students, including average! students, limited
 
English->proficient students, students ach:eying at a level significantly below their
 
peers, gifted arid talented students,studetits receiving special education instruction
 
and services, and students who are mempers of ethixic groups underrepresented in
 
colleges and universities.
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